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Introduction

by Zsuzsanna Végh

Democratization is a complex process that entails both critical choices of new institutions, and the rooting of those institutions in the societal ethos. Much of the literature on democratic transition, consolidation and Europeanization has been dominated by the study of legal and institutional crafting, especially concerning the post-communist and post-Soviet countries of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), where not only political but also economic and social institutions had to be created in the process of the fundamental transformations taking place after 1989. However, the footprint of a healthy democracy cannot be measured only in terms of institutional performance. It has to also include citizens’ attitudes to and engagement with the new institutions, and, in fact, a general change of mentality that reflects their attachment to the new system. It is people’s attachment to democratic values that may keep governments in check and preclude them from slipping toward populist and anti-democratic measures, when the possibility and temptation to reshape democratic institutions arise.

In the case of Central and Eastern European transitions, it was often assumed that under the political consensus about “returning to Europe,” societies would automatically embrace the new democratic polity including its norms and values. This, however, was not the case: the process of embedding democratic values and creeds in the pre-existing belief system – marred by features of mistrust and fear, and institutions poisoned by continued corruption both inherited from the totalitarian regimes and upheld by the hardships of transition – has proven to be a more difficult and complex task than establishing new legislative frameworks and institutions. It has also become obvious that value change requires not only time and patience but the presence of strong and legitimate – governmental and non-governmental – agents promoting such change.

1 Throughout this volume, we use the term ‘Central and Eastern Europe’ inclusively, referring broadly to the post-communist countries that undertook political regime transformation in and after 1989, meaning the Visegrad countries (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia), Romania, Bulgaria, the Baltic countries as well as the states gaining independence after the dissolution of the Soviet Union in the more eastern parts of Europe. Throughout the volume, the term ‘Eastern Europe’ is also used in reference to the latter group, the post-Soviet states.
The democratic rollback experienced in certain countries of the region in recent years does not only showcase the reversibility of institutions but also brings to light the survival and resurrection of old mindsets both in societies and among elected representatives. Such internal political developments in Central and Eastern Europe raise questions about the once assumed success and finality of the transition process, and render discussions about what supported and hampered democratic transition timely. In engaging in such discussions, however, one most look beyond – but should not dismiss – the much studied processes of institutional and legal transformation, and devote more attention to mentality and value change the lack of which might have allowed for easier backsliding. In doing so, studying the scope of actors engaged in the transition process should also be broadened as value and mentality change is not only promoted through official channels. Therefore, looking into the contribution of civil society to democratic values creation is essential, since the actors in the civil sphere can be important promoters of democratic progress. With this in mind, we argue that the construction of a democratic political culture – one that reflects interest in and understanding of the newly formed democratic system and the desire to participate in it – is a process worth exploring not only from an academic but also from a practical, a practitioners’ point of view in order to gain a more comprehensive picture.

The study of such questions is rendered even more important by the fact that the governments of several of the Central and Eastern Europe countries that democratized quicker, and thus succeeded in their pledge to join the European Union and NATO, have long argued that they have gathered a set of so-called transition experience that can be useful for countries undertaking a similar transformation process at a slower pace. While academia and civil society often echoed such notions, the continued validity of this approach necessitates at least closer explorations. When doing so, lessons drawn from a wide pool of governmental and non-governmental actors and their practices influencing legal, institutional and value change should be considered.

* * * * *

This volume is the outcome of the project titled “Frontiers of Democracy: Embedding Democratic Values in Moldova and Ukraine” led by the Center for European Neighborhood Studies of the Central European University, and implemented in cooperation with the EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy, the Foreign Policy Association of Moldova, the Institute of Euro-Atlantic Cooperation, the Research Center of the Slovak Foreign Policy Association and the Kosciuszko Institute as
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consortium partners. Throughout this publication we focus on the countries of the Visegrad Group (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia, also referred to as V4 or Visegrad countries) on the one hand, and on Ukraine and Moldova on the other.

We consider the Visegrad countries as examples of states that undertook transition at a quicker pace and were regarded as examples of successful democratization that could legitimately share their experiences with others. Data presented in subsequent chapters, however, show that legal and institutional transformation have not necessarily resulted in the embeddedness of democratic values across the demos or just simply higher political participation as such. Furthermore, recent years have brought steps in some of these countries resulting in backward movements on the road toward democracy or have shown the vulnerability of results achieved to date.

We take Moldova and Ukraine as examples of post-Soviet countries democratizing at a slower pace with frequent set-backs and stalemates, which however, in the recent years, have shown more engagement toward the process of democratization, thanks either to their governments or civil society, especially in the framework of the European Union’s Eastern Partnership initiative. Being some of the key target countries of the V4 in sharing transition experience, it is worth discussing whether lessons drawn from the Visegrad experience broadly understood can really benefit these two countries, whether they answer the needs and what the limitations of transferability are.

Recognizing that transition is a vast process with multiple facets, we choose to narrow our focus to social transformation and value change in Central and Eastern Europe. The key topics of this volume have been identified through a process of deliberation among the participants of the consortium. The discussions aimed at pinpointing some of the challenging areas across the six countries where democratization did not lead to value change in the expected direction, and also focused on identifying some of the key channels, which are important in supporting democratization due to their central role in the process. Through these discussions, the need to review general trends and the changes in democratic political participation emerged, along with a call for the examination of some of democracy’s key values such as tolerance and cultural diversity, or transparency and accountability. Taking a pro-active approach, our research also devoted attention to concrete anti-discrimination and anti-corruption initiatives that could facilitate embedding these values. Moreover, we incorporated into our inquiry two general channels we considered essential to the building of healthy democracies that can also support social, mentality and value transformations: the media and civic education.
To grasp the complexity of the process and the wide spectrum of actors usually involved in it, we made inclusivity a priority of our research project. The three workshops organized as part of the project between December 2015 and May 2016 in Budapest, Chisinau and Kyiv, as well as the several working papers published in the *Frontiers of Democracy Working Paper Series* on the website of the Center for European Neighborhood Studies featured a variety of stakeholders from academia, think tanks and non-governmental organizations active in the field of study and on the ground, who thus contributed to our explorations with their theoretical and practical knowledge. Experts have been invited to participate from all six project countries on an equal footing, providing the environment to overcome the often present “teacher-student” dichotomy of donors and recipients. This allowed for a setting better suited for unraveling the potential transferability of experiences from the V4 to Moldova and Ukraine, or the other way around.

The volume thus presents the outcome of a year-long process of investigation, reflection and discussion building on the expertise of invited academics, analysts and practitioners, as well as on the research and analysis of the consortium members. The first chapter, written by Bogdan Radu and Zsuzsanna Végh, provides a background for the rest of the publication by discussing some of the existing literature on transition in Central and Eastern Europe and reviewing how perceptions about democracy and certain democratic values have developed over time in the Visegrad countries. In so doing, it also seeks to raise questions about the Visegrad countries so-called transition experience and its potential transferability to the countries of Eastern Europe and the Western Balkans.

The chapter on political participation and socialization of the youth, written by Jan Husák, Jan Šerek and Václav Křiž, focuses on how active political engagement has developed within a group that was already socialized in a democratizing and democratic environment in Central and Eastern Europe. Along with survey results presented in the previous chapter, the data about fluctuating and often decreasing numbers of conventional and non-conventional political participation of the youth across the CEE countries also point to the incompleteness of transition toward a healthy democracy where citizens understand and use the opportunities a democratic system provides for them to shape their lives. The authors of the chapter call for more attention to the political socialization of the youth, including thorough and detailed assessment of the situation across the region.

In raising conscious and empowered citizens, civic education – let it be formal or informal – plays an essential role. In her chapter, Rebecca Murray discusses the role civic education can play in contributing to democratization and shaping the views, values and actions of citizens. She reviews under what conditions civic education ini-
Initiatives have proven to be more successful and influential in the Visegrad countries and what might have hampered their success. She showcases various initiatives from the individual states to serve as examples and inspiration for democratizing countries, and she assesses their transferability to Moldova and Ukraine.

A participatory social environment cannot exist without a pluralistic and free media scene, either. Victoria Bucataru discusses in her chapter whether and under what circumstances mass media has the power to define and strengthen the values of individuals and communities, and argues that when it does function freely, it can serve as a check on the government by informing and empowering citizens. She discusses some of the key contemporary threats endangering media freedom in the region, such as political and business interests intervening in the operation of the media, the rise of para-journalism and propaganda, which pose threats to the freedom of speech, balanced media environments and the security of the Central and Eastern European region.

The establishment of new, democratic institutions and legal frameworks do not automatically trigger value change in societies in transition. Tolerance, one of the most fundamental democratic values, in Central and Eastern Europe stands as an obvious example in question. In their chapter, Agnieszka Słomian and Tomasz Mazurek discuss how tolerance toward national, ethnic, religious and other minorities is indeed a challenge in the region due to a variety of historical experiences, cultural and religious peculiarities and the heritage of the communist past. Some of the initiatives sampled from the Visegrad countries could be of assistance for Moldova and Ukraine, which are lagging behind in this respect. Słomian and Mazurek, however, argue that solutions to tackle discrimination and develop a tolerant society have to be rooted in the local context.

Anton Pisarenko and Olena Vlasiuk argue in a similar vein in their chapter discussing transparency and accountability, two basic values indispensable for the development of democratic institutions. While the Visegrad countries started to fight corruption in the 1990s, corruption has become a constituting element of the political systems in Ukraine and Moldova that developed after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and is now often inherent part of people’s mentality. Due to the specificities of corruption in the individual countries, Pisarenko and Vlasiuk argue that simply transferring experiences would not be effective to tackle the challenge in Moldova and Ukraine. Discussing the example of Ukraine after the Euromaidan, they showcase how new and organic initiatives have started to develop in Eastern Europe, which might actually serve as inspiration for the Visegrad countries, as well.

* * * * *
The editors of this volume and the coordinators of the project at the Center for European Neighborhood Studies would like to express their gratitude for the contribution of all partners and involved experts, as well as for the financial support provided by the International Visegrad Fund that made the implementation of the project possible under the title “Frontiers of Democracy: Embedding Democratic Values in Moldova and Ukraine (No. 31450059)”. The project formed part of the “Frontiers of Democracy” initiative of the Central European University.
Democratic Transition and Consolidation in Central and Eastern Europe

by Bogdan Mihai Radu and Zsuzsanna Végh

The field of democratic transition, or transitology gained momentum in 1989. Traditionally, the field was characterized by analyzing ongoing democratization processes based on previous waves of transformation (e.g., understanding transitions in Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries by bringing in literature focusing on Latin America and Southern Europe). Transition represents “major shifts from one stable state of society to another potentially stable state.” It does not necessarily imply that the arriving point is a consolidated democracy, though most of the discourse seems to disregard this. According to Balcerowicz, there are four types of transitions that had preceded the changes in Central and Eastern Europe.

1. Classical transitions including countries that undertook their transition between 1860 and 1920 and are now categorized as the advanced capitalist democracies or consolidated, traditional democracies. Although they are older, the age per se is not as important as the fact that they democratized at a slower, historically organic pace and without pressure from the outside.

2. Neo-classical transitions, including democratization processes in capitalist systems after World War II: West Germany, Italy, Japan; then, in 1970, Spain and Portugal, some parts of Latin America in 1970–1980, and South Korea and Taiwan in 1980. In each of these younger democracies, external factors influenced both the pace and the nature of democratization. The victors of World War II were constructing democratic systems in the defeated countries.

3. Market-oriented reforms in non-communist countries, comprising most of the countries mentioned above, though their economic changes seem to have preceded their political changes.

1 Parts of this chapter have been published in Bogdan Mihai Radu, To Clash or Not to Clash? Religious Revival and Support for Democracy in Post-communist East Central Europe (Bucharest: University of Bucharest Press, 2016).

4. The somewhat isolated Asian post-communist transitions, such as China in the 1970s and Vietnam in the 1980s, which did not result in full-fledged democracies.

While comparative research is popular in the field, many argue that the scope of transformation brought about by the collapse of communism in Central and Eastern Europe was so big that comparisons with previous transitions are not particularly helpful. Indeed, after 1989, Central and Eastern Europe had to undertake a transition from totalitarian regimes to democracy and market economy, which entailed fundamental changes within political, economic, social and cultural institutions, creeds and values, and which limits opportunities for comparison with previous processes.3

Due to the complexity and uniqueness of the process, everything that defines a social system – national identity, social structure, the relationship of the state to its citizens, the economy, and the international system – is subject to intense negotiation in the post-communist world.4 According to Bunce, “in post-communism, political institutions seem to be more a consequence than a cause of political development”.5 Indeed, the political institutions adopted in CEE in the 1990s were often imported from elsewhere and sometimes adjusted to national contexts, but they were not the results of organic historical political development. There was no time and historical precedent available for organic development.

Along this logic of institutional adaptation, transitology internalized the path-dependency approach: countries were shown a set of transformations they had to undertake, and, upon implementing them, would presumably arrive at democracy; this linear, path-dependent understanding of democratization contradicts democracy itself, which should exist upon constant re-examination of context, reforms that are made within the context, and in consolidated democracies, permanently reflecting upon the quality of one’s democracy.6

Balcerowicz sums up three features of transitions in Central and Eastern Europe that grant them a unique status, and argues against the adoption of a path-dependent approach.7 First of all, there is an exceptionally large scope of change; not only the political institutions are changing, but also the economic system, the societal values/culture, even defense alliances, integration in supranational structures (the

---

4 Bunce, “Comparing East and South...” 23.
5 Bunce, “Comparing East and South...” 28.
7 Balcerowicz, “Understanding Post Communist Transitions...”.
EU), while state and nation-building are taking place. Although economic and political liberalization are said to occur simultaneously in Central and Eastern Europe, the former is bound to take a longer time to settle, since privatization and its effects are more tedious than setting up the founding elections and drawing up a constitution: “mass democracy (or, at least, political pluralism, that is, some degree of legal and political competition) first, and market capitalism later”. Secondly and consequently, market-oriented reforms have to be introduced under democratic or at least pluralistic political arrangements, in contrast to most other historic cases of democratization, in which economic liberalization usually preceded democratization and occurred during periods of authoritarian rule. Finally, transitions to democracy in Central and Eastern Europe have been peaceful, with the exception of Romania. This rather smooth change of system is indeed one of the most interesting features of the region’s transitions, since it is customary for changes of regime to incur more resistance from the defeated party.

As the above circumstances show, democratic transition in Central and Eastern Europe had unique features that may render it difficult to include in comparative research. Moreover, even within the so-called post-communist group of countries, there are many differences. Thus even raising the question of how appropriate it is to study democratic transition in Central and Eastern Europe as a regional phenomenon and how the experiences of one group of countries can benefit others. Despite the various starting points and circumstances across the Central and Eastern European region, the Visegrad countries (the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) have long argued that thanks to their transition and Europeanization processes, they have a valuable set of transferable transition experience that can serve those countries which lag behind on their way of democratic transformation, that is, the countries of the Western Balkans and Eastern Europe. It is a question, however, if this body of experience can address the needs stemming from the local context beyond sharing knowledge about building new legal and institutional frameworks and legal approximation to the European Union.

The present paper serves as a theoretical introduction to the collection of essays presented in this volume. It seeks to describe the starting points of our inquiry and provide a background for the discussion featured in further chapters. Here, we highlight the importance of value change as a key component of the complex transition process that is preeminent for the sake of consolidating democracy and an element that has not received due attention e.g. in the case of the Visegrad countries. We then discuss how political values and beliefs are formed and transformed within newly democratizing countries. Afterwards, we review how this transformation

---

8 Balcerowicz, “Understanding Post Communist Transitions...” 64.
proceeded in the case of the Visegrad countries, and set out the question whether this experience can be of use for supporting the democratization processes of Moldova and Ukraine. Answers are to be found in the subsequent chapters.

Institutions and values during transition

Transition to democracy is a two-folded process. The first component is the introduction of democratic political institutions. The relation between the executive and the legislative provides an example of this component. While the executive may preserve the most power of decision-making, a democratically elected legislature consecrates the democratic character of the new regime. All governments require an executive to exercise the authority of the state, but representative democracies invest the people with authority, expressed indirectly through a popularly elected legislature usually endowed with at least some degree of responsibility over the executive.9

The second component of transition is the lengthy process of rooting the democratic institutions in the political culture of every particular country, thereby creating a civil society and increasing the odds of democratic consolidation. The importance of this component is best explained in contrast to established democratic regimes. In consolidated democracies, public support for the regime is important for its success or performance, but its democratic nature or existence is not in question. Transitional regimes are different in that the public evaluation of the regime establishes the legitimacy of a democratic government or justifies a return to non-democratic regime types: “The critical question for newly democratic legislatures is not whether citizens trust their legislatures, but whether they think the legislatures should be performing at all”.10 The “democratized” public thus needs to undertake a process of “democracy learning” in order to familiarize itself with the mechanisms of democratic politics. Mere “adoption” of democratic institutions does not guarantee a “full” democracy.11

The choice of democratic political institutions has been widely debated in the literature.12 The second component of the transition process, the response of the society to the new institutions and their rooting, has, however, not received equal attention. The reasons for this imbalance are two-fold. First, societal responses to

new political institutions vary significantly from context to context; although there may only be a limited set of institutional choices, their rooting in particular context results in a very diverse landscape of political orientations. Capturing this diversity is, indeed, challenging.

Second, there are debates in the literature on the necessity of preexisting democratic political culture and the relationship between institutions and political values. Does democratization build political culture, or does the pre-existing political culture condition democratization? However, one assertion is true at any rate: the institutional arrangements do condition and influence the development of political culture. According to Munck and Leff initial institutional choices, affected by the identity and strategy of the agent of change, determine the extent of democratic support. In other words, people might learn democracy, but they will only be as democratic as the incumbent transitional regimes allowed them to be.13

The societies’ responses, that is, the outcome of implementing democracy in Central and Eastern Europe is diverse, and there is no single explanation for this diversity. Previous experience with democracy is a pertinent influencing factor. Historical evolutions and patterns of foreign domination both before and during communism seem significant, as well. Every country in the area has been dominated by, at least one empire, and there are differences between the cultures imposed by the Ottomans, the Habsburgs and the Russians. Communism, as well, has been either homegrown, and thus more legitimate, or imposed from the outside. Eckiert explains that countries that lived through a culture of publicly and collectively opposing communism, such as Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic are more probable to succeed in democracy, since such opposition contributed to building a civil society.14

While international influences played a part in other democratic transitions, its role is the strongest in Central and Eastern Europe both because of security concerns (NATO and the former Warsaw Pact) and the attractiveness of EU integration. Rupnik draws a distinction between joining NATO and joining the EU, and identifies a paradox in the fast-paced NATO integration, and the slow and uncertain EU enlargement. While, the former is explained by strategic goals of the Western European countries and the US, which try to avoid the recreation of the “no man’s land” in Central Europe, the latter is also more demanding for the candidate countries.15

EU integration functioned as a powerful agent for democratization, through the EU’s Copenhagen criteria and the principle of conditionality.\(^{16}\) Conditions for accession emphasize strict standards of liberal democracy, market economy, and the adoption of the EU’s *acquis communautaire* before a country can be given the green light to join. Heather Grabbe argues that throughout the process of adopting the *acquis*, candidate countries were often put in a position of inferiority that required them to adapt to diverse outcomes (e.g. the restricted free circulation of people), but they accepted this because the goal of EU accession had been internalized both in the political culture and in the policy-making of most political parties of the candidate states. Hence rejection would have meant losses of political capital.\(^{17}\)

Indeed, the effect of signing pre-accession EU association agreements has been documented to play a major role in explaining successful democratization.\(^{18}\) However, our goal is to draw attention to the shortcomings of the Europeanization process in CEE, which is still heavily focused on legal and institutional approximation to the EU, whereas less attention is devoted to social transformation. We thus seek to raise awareness that transformation is not yet done when an agreement with the EU is signed (let that be accession as in the case of the Visegrad countries, or association as in the case of Ukraine or Moldova). In the following section, we will therefore discuss the importance of value change in democratic transformation.

**Embedding democratic values**

Political values and attitudes form the nucleus of political culture. Almond and Verba first formulated their *Civic Culture* thesis in 1963. They defined political culture as “the particular distribution of patterns of orientations toward political objects among the members of a nation.”\(^{19}\) Political attitudes are often grounded in core political values. According to the authors, democratic political culture is of three types: parochial, subject, and participatory. In the parochial type of political culture, citizens choose to be rather isolated from the political phenomenon, without participation and significant information. The subject refers to a situation in which individu-

---

als understand and are knowledgeable of the functioning of the political system but do not see their own input as valuable or efficacious. Finally, participatory political culture refers to the situation – most coveted in a consolidated democracy – in which people are both knowledgeable and engaged in the political process.

In Central and Eastern Europe, democratic political culture is a problematic issue for several reasons. First, communism influenced political participation by implementing mandatory participation (voting), as a facade for creating the illusion of legitimacy for the regime. After 1989, political participatory acts had to be re-defined and societies had to understand the importance of voting in free and fair elections. Second, attitudes towards the political regime during communism were not expressed freely, for fear of repression, and political discussion and persuasion was virtually non-existent (except for dissident circles). Third, the very principles of democratic policy making were not part of everyday life, leading to core political values having to be introduced to the population en masse after 1989. Fourth and finally, a further complication occurs in Central and Eastern Europe, where simultaneous processes of democratization and marketization also interacted with an ongoing third process of nation building. Kuzio argues that support for nationhood is actually positively correlated with support for democracy. Accordingly, Nodia argues that nationhood provides the necessary level of social cohesion for democracy to work. Movements for nationhood, understood as political autonomy, were often movements for democracy. As such, democratization and nation-building processes may have occurred simultaneously, and not always focused on the same core political values.

Under these circumstances and linking back to the debate about the necessity of preexisting democratic political culture, understanding democratic political culture in recent democracies turns to understanding how it can be developed in contexts without a long tradition of democracy. Almond and Verba and Ronald Inglehart are advocates of the so-called culturalist approach. Democratic political culture, manifested as civic beliefs and participatory acts, conditions democratic development. This argument asserts the necessary pre-existence of democratic values before democratization occurs. Following this thesis, the countries in Central and Eastern Europe have fairly bleak prospects for democratic consolidation, due to their communist experience. Even after the break-down of the communist regime, people’s perception of meaningless mandatory political participation can have

---


a lingering influence on how they understand their role as citizens under the new regime.

The argument clearly developed in Muller and Seligson turns the culturalist thesis on its head when stating that civic beliefs are not the prerequisite of a democratic regime, but rather, they are created and developed by a democratic regime. They clearly maintain that, at least in the case of interpersonal trust, the regime can be the creator of this quality. There is no unique answer to this conundrum. On the one hand, it is obvious that pre-existing political values that are compatible with democracy can facilitate transition. On the other hand, the experience of transition itself will also contribute to the formation of a democratic political culture (although democratization processes can be fairly frustrating and anti-democratic beliefs may also be formed at the same time). We consider that, in the case of Central and Eastern Europe, the creation of democratic political culture is mostly the result of transition experiences; experience with democracy in post-communist societies sends one too far back in time to consider it an adequate reference point.

Instead of linking the development of democratic political culture to previous democratic experience, modernization theses relate it to economic development, starting the discussion at the country-level and trickling down to the level of the individual. Lipset’s 1959 article on the determinants of maintaining democratic government is strongly correlated with his modernization theory. Firstly, economic development is closely associated with increases in education, which in turn promotes political attitudes conducive to democracy (e.g. interpersonal trust and tolerance of opposition). Secondly, economic development alters the pyramid-shaped social stratification system, in which the majority of the population is lower class and poor, to a diamond shape, in which the majority of the population is middle class and relatively well-off. Thus, as economic development takes place, the levels of education increase, and the social stratification of the society changes, making space for the middle-class – the main promoter of democracy.

Most scholars of Central and Eastern European democratization find support for the modernization theory. Age, gender, education, place of residence, and size of the community have been mentioned in several studies as independent variables affecting people’s attitudes towards democratic opening and towards the market.

The simultaneous occurrence of democracy and market economy in Central and Eastern Europe causes favorable attitudes to be developed more by citizens that stood to gain from the process; the supporters of democracy are those that benefited from an economic opportunity structure that allowed them to convert previous skills and abilities necessary for succeeding in the new economic and political context. While the economic opportunity structure has a stronger effect on attitudes towards market economy, it also has a significant effect on political liberalization, with supporters of privatization also being more accommodating of liberal values.

The applicability of the modernization hypotheses, however, has its limits in Central and Eastern Europe thanks to the presence of deeply rooted communist values. For instance, Finifter and Mickiewicz found that in the former USSR, highly educated people were more inclined to support political change, but also less inclined to support individual responsibility for the welfare of the citizenry. The inconsistency of this finding is evaluated against western criteria, according to which, more educated people usually do not lean on the state for support.

In conclusion, democratic transition in Central and Eastern Europe seems to have presented some unique features, from the scope of the implemented reforms, to the simultaneity of political transition and nation building in some cases. Consequently, some of the generally accepted theories explaining the nature and pace of political change in the context of democratization are only partially applicable. In the next section, we turn to analyzing the evolution of political culture in the V4 countries.

Democratic values in Central and Eastern Europe

There is overwhelming evidence that democracy is at its widest coverage ever and enjoys incredibly widespread support. There are two causes for this unexpected avalanche of countries manifesting high levels of support for democratic polities, even outside of the Western hemisphere:

• The diffusion of democratic norms through the mass media, personal contacts, and rising levels of education: overall, people seem to appreciate democratic regimes and principles (at least, at face value) everywhere around the world.29
• The changing value structure of citizens, in the sense of more personal autonomy and post-material values that occurs in non–western contexts as well.30

But how do support for democracy and the embeddedness of democratic values look in Central and Eastern Europe’s young democracies if we take a closer look at statistical and survey data? Can we claim that democratization was successful? In this section, we aim to offer a concise image of how democracy is understood, practiced and evaluated in the countries of the Visegrad Group, which were often seen as the frontrunners of democratization and “democracy’s new champions”.31 Our goal is to assess whether citizens’ views of the political system have changed throughout and as a consequence of transition and EU integration. The theoretically driven expectation is that favorable attitudes towards democracy will develop throughout and because of democratization. Moreover, this process would also be strengthened by EU accession.

Graph 1 and 2 show satisfaction with how democracy works in the view of respondents from the Visegrad countries. The Eurobarometer data shows such evaluations at two moments in time: 2004 (the year of the Visegrad countries’ EU accession) and 2016 (the most recent year when data is available), and serves to characterize satisfaction with democracy in the Visegrad countries 12 years after becoming EU members. While in 2004 the EU average for satisfaction with democracy was higher than any of the V4 country averages, in 2016, more people in the Czech Republic and Poland are fairly satisfied with the way democracy works than in the EU on average. If Slovakia had the highest number of respondents dissatisfied with democracy in their own country in 2004, this position is disputed by Hungary in 2016, where more than 60 percent of respondents are not very satisfied or not at all satisfied with the way democracy works. It is possible that the low satisfaction in Hungary correlates with the political developments under the Orbán-government, which led to Freedom House downgrading Hungary to the status of semi-consolidated democracy in its Nations in Transit report in 2015.

31 Jacek Kucharczyk and Jeff Lovitt, eds. Democracy’s new champions. European democracy assistance after EU enlargement (Prague: PASOS, 2008)
However, the next step is to ask what people understand by democracy. Fortunately, large multi-national surveys have extensive batteries of items on this count. Based on the European Values Survey dataset, Table 1 shows how different understandings of...
democracy changed in the Visegrad countries from the late 1990s (before accession) to the late 2000s (a few years after accession). Around 4 to 50 percent of respondents in each country believe that democracy is indecisive, although the trend has been descending in the Czech Republic and Poland, and ascending in Hungary and Slovakia. The same is true for those that consider democracy to be incapable of maintaining order. Except for Poland, during the 10 years in between surveys, the percentage of those considering that a democratic political system is very good decreased. In the Czech Republic, by even 15 percentage points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/year</th>
<th>Democracy is indecisive (agree)</th>
<th>Democracy cannot maintain order (agree)</th>
<th>Democratic political system (very good)</th>
<th>Democracy best political system (agree strongly)</th>
<th>Strong leader (very good)</th>
<th>Experts making decisions (very good)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 1999</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 2008</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary 1999</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary 2008</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland 1999</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland 2008</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia 1999</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia 2008</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Changes across time and space in the understandings of democracy (%) (European Values Survey)

The same is true for those agreeing strongly that democracy is the best political system, with the most dramatic decrease being registered in the Czech Republic again. At the same time, the Czech Republic is the country with the highest support for democracy, so a significant drop still ranks the Czech Republic ahead of the other countries in the Visegrad Group. The Czech Republic is also the only country where respondents believe that it is very good to have a strong leader (with a growth in percentage from 1999 to 2008) and so is having experts make decisions (again the only upwards change regarding this question). Overall, Table 1 shows that there is a fair amount of dissatisfaction with democracy in all Visegrad countries, and, worryingly, such dissatisfaction increased after accession. This result is somewhat at odds with the idea according to which EU integration has a positive impact on political reform and the quality of democracy. However, post-accession conditionality is fairly weak in comparison to accession conditionality, and it is possible that dissatisfaction with democracy after EU integration is a consequence of such mechanisms.
The situation is not entirely clear and positive when one looks at tolerance, either. Even in western consolidated democracies, support for a democratic political regime is not necessarily accompanied by deepening levels of tolerance. According to Sullivan, Shamir, Roberts and Walsh, while citizens are in principle supporting democratic rights in consolidated democracies, they are “less likely to extend these rights to disliked groups.” Moreover, there is evidence that intolerant people hold stronger, more powerful beliefs and attitudes than more tolerant people. They observe that in consolidated democracies, especially in the US, tolerance is harder to learn than abstract democracy.

Pefley and Rohrschneider claim that democratization in Central and Eastern Europe does not mean that tolerance or other liberal values are also widespread. Table 2 depicts a brief image of tolerance and trust in the V4 countries. Although there are differences among countries, there are signs that tolerance is on the increase in the decade captured between the two surveys. One exception is the Czech Republic, where intolerance towards Jewish people, people of different race and homosexuals seems to be growing. It is interesting to note that, besides the actual difference across time and within countries, there are significant differences between countries in absolute numbers; for example, intolerance towards homosexuals is still more than 50 percent in Poland, both in 1999 and 2008, while in Hungary and the Czech Republic the numbers are 20 to 30 point lower.

Finally, Table 2 also includes a measure of interpersonal trust, directly associated with social capital, which, in turn, is associated with the quality of democracy. Commonly conceived of as encompassing social trust, norms and associationalism, social capital is a resource that empowers citizens and creates a fertile context in which democracy is enacted. According to Esser, social capital is unique because it combines individual and social features. It is only through social relations that social capital as an individual resource can be activated; participation in various

networks increases one’s chances of attaining different social, political or career goals.\textsuperscript{36} Social capital is a resource – as all social relations can be - but it only becomes effective if it is used as such, however, post-communist countries typically display low levels of social capital.\textsuperscript{37} At the same time, research shows that consolidated democracies have the highest level of social trust and social capital.\textsuperscript{38} In our case, the trends are divergent. While in the Czech Republic and Poland trust seems to have increased, in Hungary and Slovakia, it decreased, though minimally; and the decrease is potentially statistically insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/year</th>
<th>Do not like Jews as neighbors</th>
<th>Do not like people of different race as neighbors</th>
<th>Do not like homosexuals as neighbors</th>
<th>Most people can be trusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 1999</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 2008</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary 2008</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland 1999</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland 2008</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia 1999</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia 2008</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Changes across time and space in tolerance and interpersonal trust [%] (European Values Survey)

Table 3 displays the results of data analysis for political interest and petition signing – both measures of political engagement. Interestingly, except for Slovakia, political interest has decreased in the Visegrad countries. The results look similar for petition signing, with fairly low yet stagnating numbers in Hungary and Poland, and 20 point drops in the Czech Republic and Slovakia.

\textsuperscript{36} Nan Lin, “A network theory of social capital” in The handbook of social capital, eds. Dario Castiglione, Jan Van Deth and Guglielmo Wolleb (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008).


Table 3. Changes across time and space in political interest and petition signing (%) 
[European Values Survey]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/year</th>
<th>Political interest (very interested)</th>
<th>Political action [have signed petition]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic 1999 Czech Republic 2008</td>
<td>21.4 7.9</td>
<td>58.4 33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary 1999 Hungary 2008</td>
<td>11.0 (1991) 7.1</td>
<td>15.8 15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia 1999 Slovakia 2008</td>
<td>7.5 (1991) 9.8</td>
<td>59.6 37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visegrad countries in support of embedding democratic values in Ukraine and Moldova

Following their EU accession, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, and more particularly, the Visegrad countries, have developed a narrative advocating for a new role for themselves as new actors of democracy promotion. The narrative gained immediate legitimacy from the fact that as recognition of their successful political and economic transition these countries were admitted to the European Union. As the EU put concrete and ambitious benchmarks to meet under the Copenhagen criteria as prerequisites of accession, membership in the European Union was understood as a sign that democratic transition was successfully undertaken. Building on this direct credibility and normative legitimacy, the Visegrad countries argued that they had a special set of knowledge, the so-called transition experience, they can share with those countries that were lagging behind with their democratic transformation and consolidation processes in the Western Balkans and Eastern Europe. Some countries considered that sharing their experience would be a valuable way to give something back.39

The general belief was that thanks to their recent experience both with transformation and being a recipient of democracy assistance, these countries had insights, expertise and perspective that other donors providing democracy assistance

lacked, and that they understood better the priorities and needs of both the donor and the recipient side. In turn, this position allowed them to tailor their assistance more to the recipients’ needs, and their advice could be accepted more easily as the relationship was seen by the recipient not as hierarchical, but rather as partner to partner.

Nevertheless, the way this transition experience was to be shared suggests that the Visegrad countries followed in the footsteps of previous democracy assistance donors. The wording of a non-paper concerning transition experience suggests that it is expected to be shared in the form of technical assistance, similarly to the assistance these countries had received, e.g. from the European Union, throughout their transition process in the 1990s and early 2000s. A significant shortcoming of this approach, as mentioned earlier in this paper, is that it concentrates on legal and institutional crafting, often not giving as much attention to social transition and value change as the importance of that process would warrant. Furthermore, this also leads to the depoliticization of the assistance provided, which in turn raises the question whether democratic transition, a fundamentally political process, can really be supported by technical means. Technical assistance generally targets the recipient country’s government, and it is unlikely that any major shifts can be triggered in the power structures against the will of the partner government through such means. Transition experience when shared through technical assistance, the dominant means the Visegrad countries rely on in supporting the democratic transition of their partners, is therefore more likely to be effective and conducive to democratization and market-oriented reforms if that is already what the recipient government aims at.

The above sampled set of survey data, however, indicates that on the level of societies in terms of value change, the Visegrad countries’ democratic transition is not such an obvious and unequivocal success. The results presented indicate that there is no general trend in terms of the understanding and evaluation of democracy across the Visegrad countries. Although the Visegrad countries are geographically close and had experienced five decades of communism, the differences existing between them seem to loom larger than similarities. The experience of democratic transition implied hardship and frustration, and it is not surprising that support for and satisfaction with democracy in the individual countries is not uniformly high.

The data on value change collected in the Visegrad countries prompt us to be more conscious of the complexities of transition, acknowledge that the process is not closed with the EU accession and consequently reflect more on the so far used means and tools of transition support when turning to countries further behind in their transition process. Assessing how value change took (or did not take) place can provide the opportunity for such reflection and can highlight challenges as well as good practices – both in terms of official policies and initiative originating from the civil society. As governmental and administrative solutions seem to receive more attention generally when the Visegrad countries’ transition experience and the possibilities of sharing it are discussed, the following chapters will pay more attention to civil society initiatives seeking to support embedding democratic values.

Apart from highlighting that democratic transition does not have such a clear-cut end point, the survey results of the Visegrad countries also showed that even with similar starting points, countries and societies tend to develop in a variety of ways: the broader political, economic, social and cultural context in which democratic institutions are planted influences fundamentally the final result of the said transition. Paying due attention to country specificities seem to be essential for understanding differences between newly formed types of political culture in the individual Visegrad states. This in turn warns us against assuming that what worked in the Visegrad countries can be automatically transferred to Ukraine and Moldova – let that be on the governmental, administrative or civil level. For this reason, the following chapters also devote attention to discussing the local needs and context of Ukraine and Moldova, and assess the transferability of various lessons from the Visegrad context to these countries of Eastern Europe.

We consider that the experience with democratization accumulated by the Visegrad countries contains, by and large, valuable insights into how political and economic reforms can be managed in post-communist contexts, and under EU influence. Indeed, the prospects of European integration encouraged the adoption of reforms in the Visegrad countries, and the more recent democratic set-backs can partially be
attributed to weak post-accession conditionality. In this respect, the transferability of transition experience from the V4 countries to Moldova and Ukraine is limited, since these two countries have not been granted an EU membership perspective to date. Moreover, the potential of the transferability of the transition experience is also limited by the geopolitical configuration extant in Moldova and Ukraine, generated by the interaction with Russia in the context of problematic nation-state building processes. Therefore, we conclude that the V4 countries transition experience can be a valuable resource in analyzing, and, in fact, supporting transition in Moldova and Ukraine, but only if the local context is taken into account as a dynamic intervening variable.
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Youth Political Participation
and Socialization in Central
and Eastern Europe

by Jan Husák, Jan Šerek,1 Václav Kříž

Both Ukraine and Moldova are undergoing a transition to possibly develop into
democratic societies and states with a functioning political system. Part of this
process lies in intensive and efficient political socialization, which takes place in
the given societies and is permitted or even supported by the system itself. Suc-
cessfully managed political socialization leads to political participation of all
kinds, which strengthens the democratic nature of society – either by means of a
richer community life or a higher turnout rate of people in elections or an increas-
ingly more proactive participation in the promotion of changes as a new political
force. The exploration of all possible aspects of political socialization enables us
to strengthen policies in various areas, which are somewhat neglected after the
years of communist rule and are yet to be discussed and worked on during the
transitional period.

Our paper focuses on the Visegrad Group (that is the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary, and Poland) for the purpose of identifying the shared experience of
these countries with post-communist transition. Shared experience, examined in
consideration of basic data, might reveal tendencies that could serve as a means of
improving political socialization as well as political participation in the Ukraine and
Moldova.

The present paper will, however, not examine the field of political socialization
as a whole but will focus instead on the aspects of the political socialization of the
youth. It will do so in order to call attention to a topic that is less widely researched
but where there is an imperative for action. First, the theoretical aspects of political
socialization are extensively elaborated on in order to illustrate the development of
the field, the complexity of the concepts, and the need to approach this subject with

1 Jan Šerek contributed to this paper by providing parts of his unpublished dissertation, *Psychosocial
antecedents of political beliefs in adolescence*, that were adapted into a theoretical account of political
socialization in the first part of the paper.
a broad understanding of the society as well as that of the individual. Subsequently, relevant data regarding the political participation of the youth in the Visegrad Group, and in Ukraine and Moldova, are analyzed. In conclusion, we identify the key trends based on which future recommendation could be drawn.

Youth political socialization: a theoretical overview

The interdisciplinary field of political socialization has existed for more than fifty years. Although some works from the first half of the 20th century, for example by Freud2 or Dewey3, can be considered as essays on political socialization, political socialization as a “self-conscious” scientific field, based on empirical research, was not established until the 1950s. Historical overviews generally agree that the first well-known and influential work in the field was “Political socialization” by Herbert H. Hyman4. Subsequent development of the field is sometimes characterized as a dramatic history of rise and fall and rise again.

Macro- and micro-level perspective

Although political socialization was established as an integral interdisciplinary field, drawing from psychology, political science, media studies, and sociology, the approaches of the mentioned disciplines have never been fully integrated5. Particularly the tension between political scientists’ and the psychological approach left a significant mark on both theoretical debates and research practices in political socialization. That is why Sapiro,6 when defining the aims of political socialization research, suggested a useful distinction between the macro- and micro-level perspective. Al-

---

2 Sigmund Freud, Totem and taboo: Resemblances between the psychic lives of savages and neurotics (New York: Random House, 1946).
5 Renshon, “Political socialization,” 443-470.
though these two perspectives are not necessarily irreconcilable, they might produce divergent research questions and types of inquiry.7

The macro-level perspective studies how societies and political systems maintain their stability by instilling certain values, beliefs, and behavioral norms in their citizens. From this perspective, whole social groups, countries, or historical periods serve as the basic units of analysis. Macro-level determinants of citizens’ political thinking and behavior, such as political institutions or civic cultures, are expected to exert their influence on whole populations, abstracting from the individual-level responses.

On the other hand, the micro-level perspective takes into account individual psychological differences among people. From this perspective, political socialization aims to conduct “research on the patterns and processes by which individuals engage in political development and learning, constructing their particular relationships to the political contexts in which they live”8. A diversity of individual dispositions and developmental histories is considered when explaining citizens’ political thinking and behavior. Therefore, individuals are the primary analytical units in this type of analysis.

The perspectives are complementary as each of them provides a part of a broader picture. This can be illustrated on the example of the ecological systems theory by Bronfenbrenner.9 According to this theory, a person’s life span is formed by various contexts, ranging from the most proximal to the very distal systems. Among contexts that are proximal to the person (microsystems), family or school are the most important. These contexts, however, are not isolated and can influence one another (mesosystem). Moreover, distal contexts that are not directly related to the person, such as parental workplace, can also affect the development (exosystem). Finally, the development is formed by the attitudes and ideologies present in the broader society (macrosystem). As shown by Wilkenfeld et al.10, this general model can be applied to the political development of the youth. For example, political beliefs of young people are formed by discussions with their parents and teachers (microsystem); parents try to affect the content of school civic education (mesosystem); parents obtain some political information from their work colleagues, and bring such pieces of information to the family political discussions (exosystem); and finally, young people react on political ideologies that are dominant in the society or on opportunities for political participation that are open to them (macrosystem). These considerations

7 Renshon, “Political socialization,” 443-470.
show that political socialization proceeds on many levels (micro and macro) and only a limited picture is obtained by focusing solely on one of them. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to grasp all levels by single empirical research since extremely large amount and complex data should be required. Therefore, there are not many studies that successfully embrace multiple perspectives.

The concept of the political

Another important issue, present in the field of political socialization, pertains to the definition of the “political”. Early research on political socialization often assumed that the formal aspects of politics should be the sole subject of interest. Therefore, election- and party-related aspects of politics, such as predictors of voting, the development of party identification, or trust in politicians, were addressed. These aspects are essential for conventional political participation and include but are not limited to, inter alia, voting or membership in political parties. The conventional means of political participation, while being recognized as the basic ones, do not cover all possibilities of political participation. Thus, another category, i.e. unconventional political participation, has been developed to cover the means of participation like demonstrations, strikes, and the signing of petitions. The dynamic development and understanding of conventional and unconventional aspects are also illustrated by the fact that protest behavior (such as the said strikes, demonstrations) is not necessarily seen as unconventional anymore. This complexity needs to be taken into account when analyzing the political participation of the youth. Moreover, the youth of is becoming increasingly more involved at the local level and their participation involves activities such as work in school parliaments and student councils, or voluntary work for their communities. These activities are of-

11 The Michigan political socialization study can be mentioned as an extraordinary example since it captured political development in several subsequent generations; Kent M. Jennings, “American political participation viewed through the lens of the political socialization project,” in Advances in political psychology ed. Margaret Hermann (Amsterdam: Elsevier Science, 2004), 1-18.
ten called civic engagement. Although some scholars prefer to limit the term “political” to the activities that aim to influence governmental actions, either directly or indirectly, in reality it is difficult to make a clear distinction between political participation and civic engagement. The main reason for that is the overstretching of both concepts. There is an agreement that civic engagement revolves around engagement, the active participation of individuals in their surrounding environment, for example, the local community. However, the further stretching of the meaning of the term makes it rather all-inclusive and overlapping with the meaning of political participation, which has also been witness to being stretched from traditional actions of individuals to influence politics, for example the act of voting, to include protest behavior and even activism nowadays. Although there is a difference in the root of both terms, their further conceptual development often makes them indistinguishable. For instance, adolescents’ participation in student councils does not target the government; hence, it is not political activity in a limited sense. Nevertheless, student councils often aim to influence the decisions taken by the local level counterparts of the government, such as school headquarters or city councils. Additionally, in the course of local level engagement, adolescents learn whether they are able to have an impact on social authorities, which may be decisive for their future political engagement at other levels. Thus, civic experience is closely related to the political development of adolescents. As is summarized by Youniss and his colleagues, “perhaps the fairest conclusion is that there is not a definite demarcation between the political and civil realms. Rather there is a continuum between formal political acts such as voting, political actions such as protesting for a moral cause, and performing a service such as working in a rural literacy campaign”.

As illustrated above, the process of further specifying what can be considered political in young people’s lives also involves approaches opposite to one another. Furthermore, ‘political’ is a broad term, which in order to be assessed, needs to be analyzed in a gradually broadening manner. Although there is no common agreement in political socialization research on what aspects of young people’s lives should be referred to as political, there are intense tendencies to comprehend

17 Elizabeth Beaumont, “Political agency and empowerment: Pathways for developing a sense of political efficacy in young adults,” in Handbook of research on civic engagement in youth, ed. Lonnie Sherrod et al. (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2010), 525-558.
various forms of experience that are not limited to the traditional 19. Recently, new typologies of political participation have been developed in political science in order to include both traditional and non-traditional types of participation 20. By employing these typologies, political socialization can be captured in its complexity, describing adequately the actual patterns of political participation among the youth 21. Moreover, the inclusion of non-conventional activities can help to better understand political development of young adolescents, whose participation in traditional activities is limited by the law, but who are already involved in public life 22. Furthermore, it has been shown that engagement in civic activities, such as community service, plays a role in political socialization and is associated with traditional political activities 23. Accordingly, not only traditional political activities, but also non-traditional activities and civic engagement seem to be relevant parts of political socialization.

Socialization agents and their roles

Research on political socialization has identified several sources of influence that play an important role in the political development of the individual. A list of so-called socialization agents, traditionally including family and school, peers, organizations, or neighborhoods, as well as the media and political institutions, such as political parties, has to be considered as significant agents in the political socialization of the youth.

Among the non-political agents, the effect of parents on the political development of their children has been demonstrated at different levels, involving the effect of

21 Youniss, Bales, Christmas-Best, Diversi, McLaughlin and Silbereisen. “Youth civic engagement in the twenty-first century”.
parental socio-economic and educational background, the effect of parental beliefs, the effect of family political discussions, or the effects of parenting practices. Similarly, the effects of school were described at the levels of curricula, classroom discussions, or school democracy, and also at the level of school-based community service. Political institutions, for instance political parties, can also be linked to conventional political participation. Therefore, though perhaps questioned in terms of their significance, they need to be taken in account as well in the empirical part of this text.

Although research has resulted in many fascinating findings regarding the role of socialization agents, two directions of criticism can be found in the literature, which are often interconnected. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish between them. Firstly, an implicit assumption that young people passively accept political beliefs of socialization agents (parents, teachers, media personalities, etc.) and merely imitate thereof political behavior has been identified in many studies. This issue pertains not only to the area of political socialization but to the socialization of young people towards political systems.

---


29 Metz and Youniss, “Longitudinal gains in civic development through school-based required service,” 413-437.
process in general. Current theories in developmental psychology stress that the process of socialization cannot be understood as a mere transmission of the environmental influences on a child. Rather, it is more adequate to understand it as a process by which young people actively ascribe meanings to the world of politics based on the information and experience provided by socialization agents.\(^\text{30}\)

Secondly, the unrealistic assumption that the relationships between young people and socialization agents are unidirectional has been pinpointed and criticized.\(^\text{31}\)

More precisely, many political socialization studies assume that the influence proceeds only in a “top-down” direction, i.e. from socialization agents to young people. Although the existing models that test multidirectional relationships in political socialization are either incomplete, or have not been empirically verified,\(^\text{32}\) the political practices of the youth of today demonstrate clearly the insufficiency of traditional approaches.

Additionally, political socialization cannot be understood separately from other areas of a person’s development. Flanagan and Gallay\(^\text{33}\) have argued that even private experiences have their political meanings. For example, the processes of cooperation and negotiation in the family serve as the first models of power relationships and democratic competition for the child. Through family discussions, children learn that differing opinions might be resolved by negotiation and compromise, which is important for their future understanding of politics.

In addition, the experience of authoritative parenting (e.g., being respected by parents), can make children feel more efficacious, as well as attentive to the rights and perspectives of others. Similarly, experiencing open discussions in schools can serve as additional models that form young people’s views and expectations regarding politics.\(^\text{34}\)

Besides, Mondak and Halperin\(^\text{35}\) have shown that many political beliefs and behaviors are correlated with personality characteristics (e.g., Big Five personality traits). Therefore, it seems appropriate to understand political

---

\(^\text{30}\) Aaron Metzger and Judith G. Smetana, “Social cognitive development and adolescent civic engagement,” in *Handbook of research on civic engagement in youth*, ed. Lonnie Sherrod et al. (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2010), 221-248.

\(^\text{31}\) Amnå and Zetterberg, “A political science perspective on socialization research: Young Nordic citizens in a comparative light”.

\(^\text{32}\) *Ibid.*


socialization broadly, as being shaped by multiple non-political contextual and personality factors and their interactions.

Political socialization in Central and Eastern Europe

The Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia have enjoyed about 25 years of democracy, which allowed them to develop the environment as well as the institutions for the political socialization – in its broad sense – of their youth. Democracy has enabled these societies to have discussions and develop freely, so young people have grown up experiencing this freedom and the liberty to express themselves.

The complex long-term development of societies has its influence on their capacities to have a certain set-up of political socialization of their youth. In spite of the shared history of Central Europe and the legacy of communism, the historical and institutional experience of each country differs from one another. Therefore, the presented data should not be interpreted normatively out of context but should rather be used as a base for broader interdisciplinary discussion.

For the purpose of illustrating the situation in the respective countries, in the following section, relevant data concerning political participation and socialization within Central and Eastern Europe as well as a comparison of the Visegrad Group’s and other EU member states’ data are presented in order to illustrate the situation of the selected countries in the broader context of the dynamics of European democracies. The EU Youth Report 2015 provides the most comprehensive information about the political participation and socialization of the youth in the Visegrad Group and the EU as a whole. Four sets of statistics, reflecting the theoretical discussion mentioned in this paper, will be illustrated and drawn upon. Information will be provided on the traditional means of political participation (and socialization) such as elections or agents such as political parties. However, in order to make the case more grounded, more recent forms of agents are incorporated into our analysis, such as sports clubs and other organizations.

The statistical approach as well as the overall idea of finding linkages between the statistics of these four countries limits the scope of the methodology to the macro-level as described above. The data will be interpreted in the context of the different social and historical narratives of these countries. While the narrative of a shared communist history is certainly important and comparisons at the macro-level among the neighboring countries are worth mentioning, it should be kept in mind that other kind of historical experiences and cultural specificities might be eventually of more significance.

The EU Youth Report 2015 indicates that participation in any political election (local, regional or national) over the preceding three years was the highest in Poland where 90 percent of the respondents declared that they had participated (as of 2011) therein. Nevertheless, Poland has also witnessed the most significant drop in turnout rates. In 2014, only roughly 60 percent of the youth declared that they had participated in elections. A similarly significant difference is noticeable in Hungary where, in 2011, 80 percent of the respondents declared that they had participated in the elections in the previous three years, but in 2014, it was only slightly above 50 percent. As for the Czech Republic as well as Slovakia, the development is not so dramatic. In the Czech Republic, the turnout rate was slightly above 70 percent in the three years prior to 2011, and it increased a bit in 2014. Slightly more than 80 percent of the Slovakian respondents participated in elections according to data from 2011, and in the year of 2014, this figure dropped roughly below 80 percent. It is necessary to take into account that different sets of elections take place in each country. However, the overall development is that traditional political participation in the form of election participation is decreasing among the youth in Hungary and Poland. In Slovakia, it seems to be stable and rather high in comparison to the other countries. Similarly, the Czech Republic has a stable environment, and even a slight positive change between 2011 and 2014 can be detected.

The source of the selected statistics is the “Participation in Democratic Life and Voluntary Activities” section of the EU Youth Report 2015. The age range of the respondents was 15-29 years. As in the case of Flash Eurobarometer surveys, the data was obtained through telephone interviews.
The development of youth participation in elections can be ascribed to the recent political developments in the countries as well as to their political socialization characteristics. As the process of political socialization is connected directly with politics and current institutionalized participation, it is relevant to take a look at youth participation in the activities of political parties.\(^{38}\) In this regard, Poland is a specific case among the other Visegrad countries, since it has rather low rates of declared participation. In 2011, it was slightly above two percent, and in 2014, only one percent. In Hungary and the Czech Republic, participation grew: three percent of the Czech respondents participated in 2011, and five percent in 2014. Roughly three percent of the Hungarian youth participated in activities of political parties in 2011, and four percent in 2014. Slovakia witnessed quite stable participation rates with four percent both in 2011 and in 2014. Yet again, it is necessary to say that a wide range of social developments might have influenced these figures. Social or economic issues, which differ from country to country, might have strengthened either the political messages of parties or possibly anti-systematic tendencies. There is also no differentiation regarding the political party to which the youth was engaged: it might have been an extremist or a populist party. Obtaining more information about this would possibly enable a more complex understanding of the social developments manifesting themselves in such figures, as well.

\(^{38}\) The question was “In the last 12 months, have you participated in any activities of the following organizations? (Political Party)”. 
Participation in the activities of organizations with a view to improving life in local communities, which might raise the interest of young people in broader social affairs as well as in politics, should also be considered. In this regard, the only positive change took place in the Czech Republic where, in 2011, the declared participation rate was roughly seven percent and grew to nine percent by 2014. In the other three countries, participation has dropped – the most significant decrease took place in Poland where the participation rate of eight percent in 2011 shrank to five percent in 2014. Ten percent of the Hungarian youth declared to participate in 2011, while in 2014, only seven percent. Slovakia has witnessed a drop from six to five percent. Many factors shall be considered to explain such figures. They can be explained by the overall social-political atmosphere as well as by the institutional design – the size of municipalities and their capacity to support local organizations and activities, possibly even in respect of such details as the possibility of obtaining grants by the organizations. The legal system might also be a factor in the regulation of the activities of organizations.

**Chart 3.** Source: EU Youth Report 2015
The environment that in general tends to support youth participation and is therefore relevant to the process of political participation includes youth clubs and organizations of cultural, sport or other kinds of activities, which allow the youth to learn how to work in groups of people, to promote and defend their interests as well as opinions, and last but not least to develop their organizational skills. The question was „In the last 12 months, have you participated in any activities of the following organisation?“ Multiple answers possible. Total percentage shown of option „At least one organisation“. In the Czech Republic, the declared participation rate in such activities was approximately 43 percent in 2011, and – with a minor increase – 45 percent in 2014. Poland experienced a stable tendency, however, at a much lower level – with participation approximately at 33 percent for both 2011 and 2014. Quite significant decrease was witnessed in Hungary and Slovakia. In Hungary, 40 percent of the respondents declared participation in 2011 which has dropped to roughly 28 percent. Slovakia also had a significant reduction in participation – in 2011 the declared participation rate was 46 percent; in 2014, 33 percent. Yet again, these numbers can be due to multiple factors, e.g. incentives from local governments as well national governments concerning such organizations. However, the tendency of dramatic decrease in Hungary as well as in Slovakia must have some deeper social or even political reason, which can then be also considered and possibly solved.

The extensive research, which in the EU focuses on youth participation and in a broad sense on political socialization, provides comparable data based on one
methodology. The data presented in relation to Ukraine and Moldova is regarded as comparable. In Moldova, the monitoring of youth participation is rather limited. Therefore the source of data is limited, as well.

In Ukraine, the participation rate in elections in 2014 accounted for approximately 44 percent of the youth. At the same time, the 33 percent of the youth in Moldova stated that they had participated in the most recent local and state elections. Other indicators are available solely for Ukraine. Membership in political parties has been four percent in Ukraine among the youth. Young Ukrainians have reported that nine percent of them are active in youth clubs and organizations of cultural, sport or other kinds of activities. Volunteering of any kind was an activity conducted by approximately 13 percent of the youth in Ukraine.

As indicated by the scope of this paper, youth political socialization is a complex and important process for the society to develop democratically and freely. To analyze the current situation and to develop proper policy, broad data collection is needed focusing not only on basic data concerning conventional and unconventional political socialization.

---

political participation, but on a number of different issues, as well, for example, volunteering. With regards to it, the V4 countries have the advantage of being integrated into the EU where policies on the youth are closely monitored and developed. Therefore the V4 countries have tangible and comparable data.

In lieu of conclusions

Based on the illustrative case of youth participation in various activities as well as organizations, some correlation in the trends of political socialization leading to, for instance, voters’ turnout as well as party membership as a candidacy of young people in the Visegrad Group can be seen. The Czech Republic has experienced rather stable and high overall youth participation rates, and the Czech youth’s participation in politics even grew. On the other hand, Poland, for instance, has witnessed a significant drop in the indicators of youth participation and such development is also noticeable in young people’s participation in political life. In comparison with the EU’s average figures, the Visegrad Group usually underperforms.

Comparing similar data in Ukraine and Moldova, it is possible to see whether there is a significant difference between these two and the Visegrad Group. With regards to voting in elections, given the overall decline in the Visegrad Group, Ukraine slightly underperforms, and Moldovan youth is, in some cases, half as active as those in the V4 countries. Ukraine shows similar rates in the participation of the youth in various youth organizations to Poland, Hungary and recently Slovakia, as well. The only significant difference is noticeable in the Czech Republic, where participation rates are significantly higher than in the other countries. Comparing the rates of participation at the local level with data regarding volunteering in Ukraine, it is understandable that figures for Ukraine are higher since volunteering is a broader term than participation at a local level.

The comparison of basic data shows that there is no significant difference between the Visegrad Group and Moldova and Ukraine. The numbers show, however, that there are significant differences within the V4 countries. This might suggest that while Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary share significant historical and political commonalities, diversity takes precedence. Therefore, it is more difficult to find transferable policies, which can be equally effective in all countries in the Visegrad Group and Eastern Europe.

It is necessary to reflect upon the various historical events of the region, as their interpretation is relevant to measuring their impact on the political socialization processes of individuals and the society not only because of the shorter transforma-
tion periods, but also because of the geopolitical influences and the regional political situation. Different reactions across the region are also influenced by how societies experience and perceive the western world. They became more sensitive toward the failures and imperfections of western societies and politics than they were in the 1990s. Many of the criticism and the differences of values lay in how western politics were interpreted in the region during previous times and by previous political leaders. It is also important to keep in mind that the interpretations are influenced by the incomplete understanding of the situation in other countries and regions as well as the incomplete understanding of one’s own country.

Within the Visegrad Group, integration into the EU and NATO are significant processes for all countries and should result in similar data. But despite the overall similarities, there are differences in the details, which could be explained by the varieties of these countries’ communist systems as well as their routes of transformation. Finally, there were also quite significant differences in the historical development in the V4 countries prior to the communist rule. With more data provided, the overall picture of shared history would still be apparent. Nevertheless, the differences could be better understood and explained. Such an approach could also be adopted also in Ukraine and Moldova, where similar overall patterns are present but an even smaller scale of data is available regarding youth political participation, which makes it harder to have conclusive findings.

Youth political socialization and participation show that there is a dynamic development in theorizing about the subject with an overall tendency to include more aspects as they have an impact on or manifest themselves among the youth in a political sense. This broadening tendency requires a large scope of data on various areas stretching from voting to volunteering and activism. As relevant data show, there are shared tendencies in post-communist countries as well as between the V4 countries, Ukraine and Moldova, yet to find out more about the details which could then be studied and based on which it would be possible to improve policies, is also necessary. The significance of youth political socialization in the development of democratic societies has to be recognized.
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Civic Education as a Means to Democratization

by Rebecca Murray

One of the very basic questions that arises during the times when a society undergoes a major transition, as was the case of the Central and Eastern European countries after 1989, is the role that (civic) education can play in preparing the citizens for the new political, social, economic reality. The question is not only what role (civic) education should play, but also what it should look like both in theory and in practice. What do we mean by civic education and how is it understood in the context of CEE countries? Are we talking about formal or non-formal initiatives? What are the most crucial prerequisites if a country and its educational system and non-formal structures want to raise the awareness of its active and engaged citizens of their rights and responsibilities and their being capable of taking part in public life? What are some of the best examples from the region, and what can other countries learn from them when implementing them in their particular context?

The primary aim of this paper is to introduce the concept of civic education and its various theoretical interpretations; secondly, to explore its relevance in the post-communist and democratizing contexts of the Central and Eastern European countries; and thirdly, to explore and sketch out the relationship between education and democratic political culture. Civic education is one of the key and critical tools in the process of creating democratic demos. Also, with a view to educating the people to become members of the democratic demos, it is vital that they are actually taught how to exercise their agency in order to achieve the desired ends particularly through civic education and its various forms.

The following pages will offer both a theoretical overview and a review of the existing academic and applied research as well as very concrete case-study presentations and reflections on good and bad practices in the CEE region.

Why does civic education matter in Central and Eastern Europe?

The unprecedented changes that the CEE countries were undergoing after the fall of communism presented both practical and theoretical challenges. Definitions of various terms had to be re-thought and reformulated. One of them was citizenship:
citizens who used to obey the rules and the countries’ leaders now had to “know how to act as engaged citizens in a democracy: casting votes, staying informed, expressing opinions”.1 The basic question which arises with such structural changes that require a new type of political and cultural behavior is how citizens learn what to do.2

According to some scholars,3 political and economic systems cannot function well and develop progressively without “cultural congruency” – an idea that has been used and developed also by Tobin. In practical terms, this first and foremost means that citizens – students – should learn about democracy and its principles in order to be able take an active part in it. Secondly, they should all learn the same things about how it works.

As Buk-Berge explains “for the first time ever, the educations of ‘citizens’, previously based on the aim of indoctrinating them into being builders of Communism, had to be transformed into the education of citizens living in a democracy.”4 One of the answers to the question of how to achieve such a change in the mindsets of citizens is civic education.

Civic education in theory

According to many scholars, (civic) education is one of the key and critical tools in the process of creating a democratic demos. It is vital that the people are actually taught how to exercise their agency in order to achieve desired ends,5 and become a democratic demos. The challenging part begins when one starts to question the possible ways of how to educate (young) citizens or tries to measure results of democratic/civic education and the importance of civic education programs, or to take into consideration many external factors and different contexts.

As the research of Heater reveals, the debate on civic education can be traced back to ancient eras.6 Although research in the last decades was rather preoccupied

2 Ibid.
5 Tobin, “Civic Education…”
by the term of citizenship, as Heater notes, civic education has gradually made it into the centre of attention. As a result, a wide range of both theoretical approaches and models of describing, analyzing, and offering civic education have been developed and each of them have been at the same time employed in different contexts.

So how can one define civic education? As Cohen aptly observes, in order to capture and describe the educational experience dealing with the task of developing democratic-minded citizens, different terms have been used including “civic education, citizenship education, social education, moral education or even democratic education.” Yet what all the terms have in common, as well as the studies focusing either on theoretical aspects or empirical case studies is, as Cohen argues, their “interest in examining what types of citizens the state wants to cultivate” and how to achieve and transmit this ambition “within an educational framework”.

In the broadest definition, civic education could be described as “all the processes that affect people’s beliefs, commitments, capabilities, and actions as members or prospective members of communities.” Civic education can also be described as an aspiration to influence the ways in which the individual behaves in society. Or, according to Parker, the educational process should lead to “enlightened political engagement”, whereas “political engagement refers to the action or participation dimension of democratic citizenship ... Democratic enlightenment refers to knowledge and commitments that inform this engagement.” As Cohen explains, this means that the behaviour of people – citizens – is based on how they are enlightened by knowledge and commitments within the educational process.

---

14 Parker, “Knowing and doing...” 67, as quoted in Cohen, “Conceptions of Citizenship...” 27.
15 Parker, “Knowing and doing...” 68, as quoted in Cohen, “Conceptions of Citizenship...” 27.
Furthermore, Cohen makes a distinction between education for a democratic mode of citizenship as well as a non-democratic one.\(^\text{16}\) Having this distinction set, one should also bear in mind that the content of civic education is heavily influenced by the fact that there are also various ideological conceptions regarding citizenship in a (non-)democratic state, and as a result, this may lead to very different educational plans.

The educational process as such does not have to be intentional or deliberate in any of the cases, and both norms and values can be transmitted unintentionally by various social players. Therefore, an important feature of civic education is that it is not – and should not be – limited only to schools and focused on children and youth.\(^\text{17}\) Quite to the contrary, it can indeed be a lifelong process and can encompass many social agents including, among many others, the family, the government, religions, mass media, and international organizations. However, a great emphasis both in research and practice is put on schools. As Crittenden and Levine claim, based on empirical evidence by Sherrod, Flanagan, and Youniss, “civic habits and values are relatively easy to influence and change while people are still young.”\(^\text{18}\) As a result, schooling can be more effective than other methods of educating citizens.

With regards to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, it is however of crucial importance not to limit the framework of the debate only to civic education in the school environment as the democratic political culture in the countries of the region is still in the process of its evolution, and a general and urgent need to educate and engage the entire citizenry in the public sphere and matters persists.

Back to school

From the vast amount of theoretical approaches and methods of how to grasp and understand the potential and effects of civic education and the relationship between


\(^\text{17}\) Jack Crittenden and Peter Levine, “Civic Education”...

Civic education and democracy, this chapter will present the theoretical framework used by Tobin, as it is relevant and applicable in this case.99 Furthermore, it offers many useful insights into the issue as well as the possibility of a cross-country comparison among, at least, the Visegrad countries.

Tobin uses the findings of the 1999 International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievements (IEA) Civic Education Study.20 According to her research, the study revealed a very visible difference in the scores of the pupils on the indicators of civic knowledge and attitudes between the countries that had only recently undergone transformations and the more stable — old — democracies. The second level of the results, however, also shows that Poland scored above the international average as well as other CEE countries on the indicators of civic knowledge and attitudes. Based on the available data, Tobin then presents an evaluation of civic education’s potential for promoting civic knowledge in transforming nations, and finds that “successful programs tend to pay attention to national context, provide for teacher professional development, engage students in active learning and collaborate with established democracies to create curricula.”21

The IEA study reveals important patterns both in Poland and Romania that, according to Tobin and others, had an impact on the results. Soon after 1989, Poland initiated civic education in schools, and since 1989, Polish students of 8th grade have been having classes entitled “Knowledge about society”. Furthermore, a nationwide civic education initiative, called Education for Democratic Citizenship in Poland (EDCP) implemented by the Ministry of Education of Poland and the Ohio State University in the USA, started in 1992. The important distinction between this pro-

99 Tobin, “Civic Education...”
20 “The IEA Civic Education Study is a two-phase, cross-national study. The main goal of the study was to identify and examine, in a comparative framework, the ways in which young people are prepared to undertake their role as citizens in democracies. About 90,000 14-year-olds as well as 10,000 teachers and 4,000 school principals from 28 countries participated in the first survey in 1999, about 60,000 16/18-year-old students and 2,000 school principals in a second survey in 1999/2000.” Source: “Civic Education Study,” accessed December 30, 2016, https://www.erziehungswissenschaften.hu-berlin.de/de/ebf/document/iea/.
gram and the “traditional” curricula was that it involved active learning, real-world applications of lessons and was more intense. Apart from the EDCP, the Education for Democracy Foundation has also been set up as another joint project between Poland and the US, this time involving the Independent Education Group in Poland and the American Federation of Teachers, sponsored by the Polish Solidarity. As Tobin explains, the Education for Democracy Foundation offered trainings for students and teachers on how to function in a democracy. Additionally, the teachers also had at their disposal a journal called “Open Society” that provided them with views of civic education in other countries and useful materials. Many other projects were also developed under activities of UNESCO.22

Apart from the few projects listed above with a special focus on schools, a wide range of projects were also carried out in Poland with a focus on adults and their education regarding the possibilities of participating in the relatively newly established democratic political environment in their country. According to some scholars, engaging adults is a crucial element of civic education, as children are not only educated at schools but also internalize opinions and world views that they encounter at home.23

On the contrary, the situation in Romania in the educational landscape looked a bit different. Although officially the country did establish some priorities in the sphere of civic education, fewer initiatives were developed in practice and the education system in Romania offered many opportunities for improvement including even explanations of the fundamental rights, freedoms and duties of citizens as well as an explanation of forms and functions of government bodies and the legal system.24

But what do the Polish case and the IEA study tell us? How are they relevant in the current situation in the V4 countries, Moldova and the Ukraine? First, as the study shows on the contrasting example of Poland and Romania, “context-appropriate curricula, preparation of teachers, lessons that encourage students to participate actively in learning about democratic processes, and coordination with western democratic educators may lead to higher civic education scores.”25 The scores in the IEA study

22 For example, summer language camps or the “Neighbors and Minorities” curriculum construction project of the UNESCO Polish Commission. Tobin, “Civic Education...” 279.
25 Tobin, “Civic Education...” 286.
alone are yet only a very small part of the puzzled concept of civic education. However, context-based and up-to-date curricula, capable and well-educated and prepared teachers together with like-minded parents, school lessons, extra-curricular and non-formal projects and initiatives promoting active participation and learning democracy acting in cooperation with international projects remain vital pre-requisites of an active and engaged citizenry in any of the six countries that are subject to this research.

In order to reflect on both the findings of the IEA study and the work of the above mentioned scholars dealing with the phenomena of civic education and its various understandings, this chapter will introduce a number of currently existing (or recently concluded) initiatives and projects in the CEE region, which fall within the realm of civic education. It will discuss not only their impact but also highlight the crucial importance of their potential of being transferable to other contexts crossing both borders and time.

Civic education in practice: realities in the CEE region

In the light of this brief literature review, it can be argued that one of the key elements of a well-functioning and flourishing civic education system lies in the establishment of official education plans and their integration into school curricula. Furthermore, what is absolutely crucial is that civic education is actively taught and passed on to pupils at any age. The first set of criteria seems to be met in all of the CEE countries. For example, in Hungary, civic education has been officially part of the central education plan since 1978, and since 1995, it has been part of the National Base Curriculum. Yet, in reality, civic education predominantly is only a part of some subjects such as history and does not necessarily enjoy the attention required to really meet its end and raise active and critical citizens. Furthermore, according to its critics, the current framework is too centralized and rather than relying on developing critical thinking, it focuses on lexical knowledge. And yet, although civic education is in part sidelined by schools, according to the findings of some research carried out by TÁRKI-TUDOK on active citizenship and civic education among young people, schools are still being perceived by the Hungarian youth as preeminent actors in civic education: 75 percent thinks that it should be important to teach civic education at school.26

In cases such as the Hungarian one, or similarly also in Ukraine, Moldova or Slovakia, where the official state structures and educational systems are not meeting the
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expectations of the active parts of the demos, other key players take over the initiative and responsibility of enhancing or developing civic educational activities. As it has been highlighted in the TÁRKI-TUDOK research, the Foundation for Democratic Youth (DIA)\(^\text{27}\) and Krétakör\(^\text{28}\) have been very active for many years in Hungary striving to complement or replace what is missing at classes at schools: critical thinking, debating, and encouraging youth to perceive itself as an active and capable part of the society in the country whose voice counts. A very concrete example in Hungary that aims at addressing such deficits is the civic education program called Free School (Szabadiskola) run by Krétakör which seeks to empower youths to express themselves and make their voice heard. This is implemented by providing students the opportunity to experience cooperation with people from different backgrounds and directly engage with a variety of social problems that they otherwise would not encounter. One such an exercise included students in investigating the situation of homeless people in Hungary, which also served as a means of fighting prejudices against them by gaining a better understanding of their situation.\(^\text{29}\)

A very important element that was highlighted by the TÁRKI-TUDOK research concerning Hungary is the lack of information the youth has regarding existing possibilities and opportunities to become more active and participate in public life or activities organized by civil society. This is where the media should come into the picture, and be involved in preparing young people to understand and accept the rights and responsibilities that citizenship implies.

As far as Ukraine is concerned, the Euromaidan is one of the most recent examples where many civic education initiatives have emerged and gradually institutionalized themselves into NGOs that regularly organize awareness raising campaigns. One such example is the “Open University of Maidan”, which was created on the Maidan and transformed into an NGO with 22 regional centers organizing e.g. “The School of Conscious Citizen”, a project aiming at spreading the idea of civic responsibility, sustainable development, and contributing to building a civil society in Ukraine, particularly through education.\(^\text{30}\) Similarly to Ukraine, civic education is a domain of the civil society rather than that of the state in Moldova, as well. While there are dozens of examples of both national and international educational initiatives carried out across the whole country by civil society actors, civic education in schools is
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taught as part of optional courses.31 In order to encourage young citizens to become more active, developing partnerships between schools and civil society organizations would be a step into the right direction.

A case to prove the point is the current state of civic education in the Czech Republic. The system is far from being perfect, yet the country does have a working system, which emphasizes the preparation of the individual for interactions within a democratic regime. Similarly to Moldova or Slovakia, there are classes dedicated to civic education both at the elementary school level as well as high schools. An important moment came in 2014 when the Chamber of Deputies passed the declaration on the civic education in the Czech Republic stating that it is a key instrument for maintaining freedom, democracy, and a society based on the rule of law. Apart from the official declaration, there is also an active on-going discussion about the quality of civic education including state officials, stakeholders form the civic sector,32 and what is crucial, teachers themselves. As a result, the debate on the content and delivery of civic education in the Czech Republic create a sound ground for improving the quality of civic education by reflecting on its methodology, teaching approaches, and processes. An essential actor that also steps into the consultation process in the Czech Republic is high schools’ unions that advocate a more intense and complex curriculum for civic education.

If the Czech case was compared to the current attitude in Poland, Ukraine or Moldova, a distinctive factor in the set-up and approach toward civic education and its place in the official curricula or public debate would be how these countries, their officials and societies answer the question “why” civic education is needed. Why should people actually care? Why should they become active citizens and engage in public life? The solution that has proven to work in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and other CEE countries is to bring the question of active citizenship and civic education onto the local level. Horbowski especially underlines the role of local initiatives (e.g. city movements) which tap into those local issues people directly feel responsible for and can easily take ownership of.33

31 As optional courses, students can choose from the following list in Moldova: Education for community development; Education for gender equity and equal opportunities; Learn to think and act strategically; Education for tolerance; History, culture and traditions of the American people for middle school; History and local culture for middle school; Economic and entrepreneurial education; Environmental education; Human Rights Education; Social and financial education; European integration for you.
A case to prove this point is the organization “Mladí občané”, a youth movement that also conducts educational simulation on the work of the local council of various Czech towns. The project itself includes collaboration with local high schools and selected groups of students as well as with the local officials, who consult the students. On the one hand, the students learn about the competences of the local councils, but also about their own possibilities as citizens to engage in the process, propose solutions to real problems, address local politicians and, as a result, transform their ideas into reality. A different example working in Slovakia on the local level is the initiative named “Odkaz pre starostu” (A message for the mayor) where people can actively communicate about their local problems with the city council, check the progress on how problems are being solved, engage in direct debates with the council and jointly improve their local environment.

Yet, in some cases, international or European input, which acts as a stimulus, is needed to enable the local initiatives to work, as was also noted by Tobin in the case of Poland. A recent example from Moldova is the Youth Bank Orhei. With the support of the East Europe Foundation financed by the Swedish Government and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark, a group of 22 young people engaged with the Youth Bank Orhei have created the Journalists Club ORH-idea. The Club ORH-idea offered youth the possibility to develop their skills to write news, conduct interviews, and to maintain discussions with people from Orhei about activities, ideas, initiatives, and issues related to their interests and needs. Articles written by young people were published in a local newspaper distributed further on to the population, local public administration, and other community stakeholders. Another initiative is the European Leadership and Political Learning for Highly Motivated Young Leaders in Moldova that aims at training young political leaders from Moldova on interactive methods of learning politics (e.g. learning by doing). Similarly, in Ukraine many public initiatives, NGOs, and civil society actors that contribute toward developing civic education and advancing democratic values are supported by American, Canadian, and European organizations.

What lesson can be drawn?

The list of civic educational initiatives – both formal and informal – in the CEE region could be continued, but the aim of this chapter was not to provide a reference list, but rather to identify some good and effective examples and look into their potential of being transferable from one country to another.

Reflecting upon the vital pre-requisites of an active and engaged citizenry, civic education ranks high. Key items on the list would be: context-based and up-to-date curricula, capable and well-educated and prepared teachers together with like-minded parents, school lessons, extra-curricular and non-formal projects and initiatives promoting active participation and learning democracy by doing in combination with international projects. Based on our review, it is clear that perhaps the most challenging sphere for transferability, for a number of reasons, is the official state curricula. First, the context of each country in the region is very particular, although there might be some resemblances among the post-1989 trajectories, but also the concept and content of the idea of civic education might differ from country to country. Existing educational systems create completely different teaching environments for the teachers. Their position within the society in these countries is not valued either in financial terms or through social acceptance, and in a number of CEE countries, they fight for better working conditions and do not necessarily get the support needed in order to fully develop the children’s skills to become active citizens.

The field with the biggest potential for transferability, also reflecting the projects and initiatives that have been listed in this text, are the extra-curricular and non-formal projects and initiatives. Compared to the official structures that are bound by the system in which they function, these initiatives rely rather on active and engaged citizens, groups and likeminded individuals that are also more eager to share their know-how and the experience acquired during the implementation of the initiatives.

What makes civic education a very crucial and at the same time a useful tool to enhance the democratization process and support the democratic demos is certainly its multi-form nature. As was shown by a number of examples from the CEE region, there are existing state-led school curricula that reflect the topic to a higher or lesser degree, but at the same time, there is a very strong and exponentially growing number of bottom-up initiatives that are led by various constituents of the civil society, local schools, individuals, non-formal groups etc. Civic education is surely a field where both top-down and bottom-up approaches can work in synergies and can have even larger effect and impact on their recipients, the citizens.

With regards to the citizens, it is vital to stress another element of the nature of civic education which should be kept in mind when thinking about its potential effect on strengthening the democratic nature of the society: it should not and cannot be limited only to children and young people attending schools. It has to target adults, as well. As was highlighted earlier, it is in fact crucial to engage adults as they themselves have the potential to take an active part in shaping the values of the society, while at the same time children internalize opinions and worldviews that they are exposed to at home. In order to expand civic education beyond schools, there are
many existing initiatives both on the national, but also international level, for example, the EU’s Lifelong Learning Program, and since 2014, the Erasmus+ program that are both designed to enable people, at any stage of their life, to take part in stimulating learning experiences, as well as to develop themselves through education and training across Europe.37

What makes civic education such a unique and crucial component of the transformational process of a country is that it offers learning by doing from very small steps, like involving students in the classroom into school decisions, through letting them take part in the decision-making processes in various initiatives and thus offering them the experience of taking responsibility. As such, civic education may cultivate feelings of efficacy that can result in civicness in the later stages of the lives of those who participate in it. It can, therefore, serve as one of the cornerstones of enhancing democratic values and principles across the transitioning country either on local levels, through regional initiatives, and reaching up even to the national and international level.
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The Turn of Democratic Values in a New Media Environment: Particularities of the Eastern European Region

by Victoria Bucataru

One of the fundamentals of a solid democracy is the fruitful coexistence of the four powers in the state which all together guide and supervise the respect for fundamental human rights. Although, theoretically, we talk about the separation of three powers which ensures the rule of law, mass media has emerged as a fourth, and has become essential in preserving and strengthening democratic values and principles, and the connection between the state and the people. The degree of media freedom and the freedom of speech in a country could serve as a scale for measuring the level of democracy itself, the quality of public discourse and the directions used to shape public opinion.

Mass media organizations are generally considered to play an important role in building up a democratic political culture, even more so now, when contemporary societies are overwhelmed with mass communication: television, newspapers, radio as well as new media such as social media and internet media outlets. Performing as a watchdog by providing information to the general public and, to a certain degree, acting as a platform for citizens in expressing their societal views and keeping governments accountable makes media a crucial actor in preserving and establishing democratic values. The level of their performances, the freedom of the media environment, and, no less important, the quality of journalism impacts the values of communities and the attitude of people toward democratic regimes.

The 21st century is characterized by the appearance of new media (online media, social media), which step by step tends to replace the traditional. Such a tendency raises a series of questions related not only to their capabilities to influence and contribute to the process of democratization, but also to the ability to preserve journalistic ethics and deontology. Mass media could be considered an important tool of democratization. However, issues such as the role and responsibility of the media and journalists in changing the domestic and international political, economic, and security environment should not be overlooked.

The present paper intends to analyze the different models of media functioning in the Visegrad and Eastern European countries emphasizing the common trends as well as the positive and negative evolutions of the changing media environment in stable and transitioning democracies. The paper covers three main topics: the
freedom of speech as an important instrument in shaping democratic societies, the freedom of the media as an element of democratic ruling, and hybrid conflicts (propaganda) as an attempt of violating human rights and liberties as well as threatening national and international security.

The role of mass media in democratization

Talking about the impact of mass media on the quality of democracy, Lisa Müller refers to two theories which test whether mass media serves or harms democracy once it has been established. On the one hand, according to the “media malaise” theory, mass media in established democracies operate according to market principles disregarding democratic values, thus causing apathy, cynicism, and ignorance with regard to politics among citizens. On the other hand, the “mobilization” perspective claims that media sources provide enough information for citizens to recognize when their interests are in danger and that media consumption actually increases civic engagement, and thus argues the lack of solid empirical evidence.1 Nevertheless, both theories are based on current trends and express the attitude of people as media consumers.

Lisa Müller argues that media performance is undoubtedly related to some aspects of democratic regime functioning. Countries having a higher degree of media performance tend to have a higher level of participation and less corruption. Comparing the status of the media in the V4 and Eastern European countries (Moldova and Ukraine) on the basis of the Freedom of the Press 2015 report of Freedom House and the Corruption Perceptions Index 2015 of Transparency International, we could indeed observe the correlation between the two. Corruption perception is higher in the countries where media is less free.2

In the report titled “Media and Democratization: What is known about the role of mass media in transitions to democracy”3, the authors acknowledge as well the scar-

city of empirical research on the relationship between media and democratization in Central and Eastern Europe. However, media is regarded as a trigger for democratization due to the fact that in transition processes media could influence the political debate, provides pluralistic opinions, offers platforms for new political parties as well as influences political decisions and political orientations. The authors incline to support the “mobilization” perspective as in their view both in established and in transitional democracies, the media has a decisive role in shaping people’s values, ideas, and decisions. By providing information, media outlets do not just report on ongoing events but they establish societal patterns, encourage or set preconditions for civic engagement, and shape the roots of civic and political behavior.

Due to the war in Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation in March 2014, the eastern European region, as well as the international community, found itself in a hybrid conflict. The use of mass media in order to promote untrue information and manipulate public opinion in old democracies and countries in transition revealed the existing institutional shortcomings and the lack of policies as well as the incapacity to dispute messages which rely on societal values, mentalities/stereotypes, core political believes, and nostalgias. As mass media has a significant impact on shaping public discourse, the attention on professional journalism, the preservation of journalistic ethics, and the freedom from political and business pressures on the media environment has to be constant and should endure no violation.

**Hindered media freedom**

The freedom of speech is recognized and protected by the constitution in all Visegrad countries as well as in Moldova and Ukraine. Nevertheless, the legal background bears both positive and negative effects taking into account the historical precedents of the countries, the political culture, and the values embedded in the society. According to the Freedom of the Press Report of Freedom House from 2015, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland are considered to have a free media environment while Moldova and Ukraine are partially free. One of the most considerable declines in the freedom of the press in 2015 was witnessed in Hungary, which moved from a free status to partially free due to the attempts of authorities to establish control over the media environment.

---

4 “Hybrid conflict is a situation in which parties refrain from the overt use of armed forces against each other, relying instead on a combination of military intimidation (falling short of an attack), exploitation of economic and political vulnerabilities, and diplomatic or technological means to pursue their objectives.”

One of the greatest threats to media freedom observed in all of the above countries is represented by the consolidation of power or control of the media and broadcasting regulators in the hands of the authorities or political parties. Due to the financial crises in 2008, as well as the incredible shift of readers from traditional (print) media to online publications, the big western media groups in Central Europe, including the Visegrad countries, preferred to sell their media outlets to local players, which has dramatically changed editorial policies and has affected integrity. The “oligarchization” of the media in Moldova and Ukraine is also present. The largest part of the media is owned by businessmen playing a decisive role in the political life of the country. In comparison with the Central European countries, the Eastern European countries, which thanks to the colored revolutions finally began to liberate their media environment, did not have the experience of working mostly with western media players. This eventually facilitated the process of local media ownership concentration, be it private or state-owned.

The trend of political actors and businessmen “capturing” media emerged with the necessity to control one’s image in public. The Czech Finance Minister, Andrej Babiš, can be considered as a recent example: he has acquired a significant part in

---


the newspaper market (two of the country’s biggest daily newspapers) and owns a radio station in the Czech Republic. The Republic of Moldova is also characterized by a high percentage of mass media having business and/or political owners. For example, in order to increase the popularity of the Democratic Party and of his own, Vladimir Plahotniuc, acquired four TV channels, two of them having national coverage, and three radio stations. The business and/or political ownership of the media has a major influence on the content and editorial policy of the outlets, thus violating the pluralism of opinion and obviously promoting certain interest groups.

Ukraine, even after the Revolution of Dignity, is not immune to the problem, either. During the last two years, the media landscape in Ukraine has been regarded as pluralistic. Legislation on the freedom of speech complies, in most cases, with the European standards. However, the Ukrainian media environment finds itself also under the control of oligarchs actively involved in the political and economic life of the country. The parliamentary elections in 2014 have revealed clear interference of owners over the editorial policies of media outlets. In consideration of the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation and the de jure frozen but de facto violent conflict in the Donbas region, the evaluation of media freedom in these particular regions is undoubtedly complex and problematic. The emergence of such crisis situations underlines the importance of free media environment since providing accurate and unbiased information does not only shape the local public opinion, which definitely contributes to the decision-making process, but also determines, in a longer perspective, the general way of local people’s life.

---

8 Vladimir Plahotniuc is the deputy-chair of the Democratic Party and one of the most influential political and business leaders in Moldova. His name is associated with state capture scenarios and the establishment of the oligarchic system in Moldova.
11 President Petro Poroshenko owns the television network Fifth Channel. Other oligarchs like Ihor Kolomoysky (1+1), Dmytro Firtash (Inter), Rinat Akhmetov (Ukraine), Viktor Pinchuk (Novy Kanal, STB, ICTV), and Andriy Podshchypkov (cable and satellite broadcaster 112 Ukraine) also have media interests.
Aside from political and business interests intervening in its operation, institutionalized state influence over the media represents another major threat to its freedom and survival. The authoritarian mindset and desire of the leaders to have absolute power unleash the fight against critical and “disobedient” media and generates institutional traps. Although integrated in the European Union, Hungary has taken some considerable steps back in terms of preserving media freedom. In the course of consolidating the power of the Fidesz-government after 2010, Hungarian media freedom has been reduced considerably, while governmental control has increased significantly. All this was rendered possible by the broad media legislation adopted in 2010 with the supermajority of Fidesz in Parliament. The new legislation has led to negotiations with EU media monitoring bodies, which requested legislative amendments as the law was not in line with European standards. Nevertheless, the minor changes that were introduced limited the power of the newly established Media Council, the regulation authority supervising the whole media sector, only slightly, considering that the ruling party still remained the one which had a decisive position in appointing the chair and the members of the Council. Having jurisdiction over broadcast and print media, both public and private, as well as control over the assignment of all frequencies and content monitoring, the Hungarian Media Council’s activity raises questions regarding the freedom of the media environment.

The newly elected Polish Parliament led by the Law and Justice Party, which won the 2015 October elections with clear majority, has also undertaken actions to hinder public media autonomy. It has passed an amendment to the media law that gives the Treasury Minister the power to hire and fire the management of TVP and Polskie Radio. Such steps have been disapproved by both the European Union and the European Broadcasting Union (EBU). The high interest to control the TVP is generated by the fact that it is the most popular news source among Polish media users and represents an important player in the TV market, having between 35-50 percent of the

12 The Media Package of Laws foresaw the consolidation of media regulation under the supervision of a single entity, the National Media and Intercommunications Authority (NMHH). Also, a new regulatory authority, the Media Council, was set up tasked with content regulation as well as with the right to nominate the executive directors of all public media. The chair of the Media Council is appointed by the Prime Minister, while the five members are elected by a two-thirds majority in the parliament, a procedure which undermines the autonomous status of the Media Council.
national audience share since 1992.\textsuperscript{15} This decision affects not only the independence and pluralism of opinion but also the level of the public’s trust, the professionalism of journalism as well as the impartiality of the editorial policy.\textsuperscript{16}

In Moldova, the phenomenon of media ownership concentration in the hands of politicians with an influence on country-level policy-making amplifies. Regardless of the reform processes, the Moldovan legislation does not include clear provisions against ownership concentration. Only in 2015, after persistent requests of civil society organizations and recommendations of foreign partners, the obligation to declare the shareholders and final beneficiaries of media companies was introduced.

New tendencies in the media trust level

The media’s influence and control over public opinion is generally a factor that hinders democratic development in transition democracies, and endangers the pluralism of opinion and diversity in well-established democratic societies, as well. Although, empirically quite difficult to demonstrate, practice shows that mass media plays a crucial role in triggering political activism and civic participation. The level of trust or distrust that people have in various means of communication determines the level of its influence and capacity to change or strengthen society values and norms.

The EBU survey on how citizens perceive different types of media shows that, in 2015, across the EU, a decrease of trust in the media could be observed. Nevertheless, radio and TV are still the most trusted in comparison with the written press and online media. The tendency of the media to go online because of various, among them financial, factors, does not correspond to the perception of the public’s trust. On the EU level, trust in the internet has decreased by eight points since 2011, while only 12 countries out of 33 surveyed\textsuperscript{17} claimed to trust the internet compared to 20 countries the year before. The internet as a source of information is trusted mostly in Eastern European countries. Compared to 2014, in 2015, all Visegrad countries registered a decrease of trust in the internet with the most significant drop being observed in the Czech Republic. At the present time, Poland scores the highest level of trust among


V4 countries, while Hungary the lowest. Trust in social networks has increased slightly but still is the least trusted source of information in 15 countries out of 33. In Poland, “trust” and “non-trust” levels in online social networks were equal amongst the population in 2015. This represents an increase compared to 2014 when the index was in the negative. Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Hungary still have a negative index, though compared to 2014, it has slightly increased.

Hungary registers a decrease of trust in the media that is accompanied by a decrease of the freedom of the press. According to the EBU survey, Hungary scored a negative trust index across all five measured media sectors. Hungarians prefer television as their most trusted source of information, while print media was not very highly regarded. Compared to 2014, by 2015, trust in television has dropped one point, in radio eight points, and the print media has seen a decrease of 28 points.

According to the April 2016 Barometer of Public Opinion, in Moldova, television (59.2 percent), internet sources (26.1 percent) and radio (4.4 percent) are the three most important sources of information, while the most trustful one remains to be (off- and online) television (50.5 percent) followed by internet outlets (28.3 percent). The high percentage of trust in mass media reveals the possible impact media outlets can exert over people’s beliefs and values, as well as over their decisions concerning election processes or mass movements, as well. The so-called 2009 “Twitter revolution” in Moldova highlighted the power of the social media, by the means of which the mobilization of people was possible in a very short period of time.

Based on a poll conducted by the Razumkov Centre in Ukraine in 2016, the level of people who “tend to trust” the Ukrainian media reaches 39.3 percent, whereas those who “tend not to trust” represent 17.5 percent. The percentage shows a slight decrease compared to 2015 in the category of “rather trust” (44.5 percent) and also in that of the “rather distrust” (26.6 percent). Russian media does not enjoy a high level of trust among Ukrainian citizens: 1.3 percent of the people trust it fully, while 56.7 percent express their full distrust. The conflict in Ukraine and exposure to the continuous Russian propaganda have definitely impacted the media outlets as well as the media policy. Due to the fact that Ukrainians traditionally rather trust media, its power to shape public opinion is greater than before the war and thus requires

bigger attention in terms of quality and journalistic and editorial ethics. Ukraine has banned cable television relays of leading Russian TV channels\(^{21}\) as a response to massive propaganda using media tools. In 2015, it launched a public service TV broadcaster as part of the media reform process.\(^{22}\)

In countries where democratic ruling is long-standing, the people’s set of values as well as their perception of freedom and liberty cannot be overthrown that easily. The diversity of opinions as well as the possibility to get information from various sources generate critical thinking and mistrust towards ownership concentration in various sectors, including media institutions. Nevertheless, countries with less democratic regimes and a high level of people’s trust in mass media tend to be easily influenced by media outlets. Public opinion is more easily dominated by relying on messages appealing to certain values that people hold and to nostalgia about past authoritarian regimes based on fear. In this particular case, the freedom of the media is regarded as a vital element in a democratic society mainly because of its capacity to deliver information and create opinions, perceptions and even human values. Apart from critical thinking, the diversity of information encourages consumers to both strengthen their views, moral and ethical principles, and to increase the level of tolerance in the given society.

The downfall of professional journalism and the propaganda threat

Apart from the freedom of the media, nowadays, the issue of professional journalism and journalistic ethics is getting increasing attention in the Central and Eastern European region. The emergence of the new media as well as the tendencies to constrain media independence in order to pursue political influence have largely affected the professional autonomy of journalists and the pluralistic media landscape. The self-censorship of journalists and the incapacity to write critically reduce the role of the media as a watchdog of democracy. In one of his recent speeches, Pope Francis\(^{23}\) referred to the voice of the journalists as a “very powerful weapon” as they can reach the large public. He also mentioned their entailed responsibility whereas “journalism based on gossip or rumors is a form of “terrorism”.”

The oligarchization of the media in the Visegrad and Eastern European countries, the unsuccessful separation from state power, and thereof interference significantly damage the quality of journalism and endanger the pluralism and value of public

---


\(^{22}\) Ibid.

discourse. As a result of the rise of the Czech oligarchs into media moguls, visible examples of journalists’ self-censorship have been observed.\textsuperscript{24} This has had a direct impact on public attitudes towards the media. The 2016 Digital News Report shows that Czechs have one of the lowest levels of trust in media across the 26 countries in the sample, and only 20 percent trust individual journalists.\textsuperscript{25} Hungarians have the same proportion, while up to 42 percent of Polish people tend to trust individual journalists. Although Poland historically has had a high level of public trust in the media and journalists, after the parliamentary and presidential elections in 2015, the trust level has fallen. This might be the result of the highly politicized media coverage, a situation which has amplified in time.

The rise of the internet and social media as a means of information and news production also plays an essential role in enhancing the pluralism of opinion and engages people in open discussions, thus overthrowing the traditional media which was more concentrated on individual dissemination of the information. Nevertheless, it entails negative aspects too, such as a lack of control over the quality of information, the spread of misinformation either by political or even state actors, the promotion of hate speech and verbal aggression, and most importantly, the disregard of ethical codes and standards of journalism as a profession. Provided as alternative pieces of information, various online media outlets easily penetrate the public space presenting a large variety of news consisting of reprinted texts and opinions from social networking sites, blogs and other websites with no clear sources, fact-checking or providing a second opinion.

Both in the Visegrad and the Eastern European countries, the risk of these sources heavily influencing public opinion is relatively high due to the massive and continuous flow of information and populist messages that come as an alternative to the already existing media patterns. Due to the general decrease of trust in the media, such types of para-journalistic business projects might seriously influence public discourse, the interpretation of the fundamentals of democracy and human rights, human values, and beliefs. Václav Štětka\textsuperscript{26} refers to the spreading of digital misinformation as one of the main threats for international security and contemporary soci-


\textsuperscript{25} The Digital News Report by the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, University of Oxford, summarizes data from an annual survey which explores changing news consumption habits among internet users around the world. The 2016 edition involved 26 countries: United States, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland, Greece, Turkey, Korea, Japan, Australia, Canada and Brazil. Available at http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/.

\textsuperscript{26} Václav Štětka, \textit{op.cit.}, 7.
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“The Parliament Letters” manifests such an example from the Czech Republic, being an online paper with an outstandingly high number, almost one million, of users per month. This, according to Czech media commentators and experts, seriously harms professional journalism by disregarding journalistic accountability and duties. Referring to “The Parliament Letters”, Štětka, points out the unperceivable threat that is posed by deliberate engagement in spreading populist and extremist views and agendas as “alternative” and legitimate positions. Such positions, however, are identified as biased and are controlled by specific political or business interests.

Martin M. Šimečka cites the Slovak example of the “Free Broadcaster”, a radio spreading conspiracy theories that is available only on the internet reaching a public of hundreds of thousands of followers. This example is particularly interesting because according to Šimečka, it reveals the direct link between the content of the outlets (pro-Russian and anti-Western propaganda with conspiracy theories and hatred against Muslims and Slovak Roma) and the results of the parliamentary elections held in Slovakia in March 2016.

Pro-Russian and anti-Western propaganda is undoubtedly even more visible in the Eastern European countries which have a historically shared media environment. Ukraine and Moldova, along with the European countries, are facing massive propaganda warfare unleashed by the Russian Federation as a result of the war in Ukraine and the stated desire of the two countries to leave the Russian sphere of influence and develop on the basis of democratic ruling. One of the vulnerabilities that Russia manages to exploit, as the above mentioned example shows, is the internet which comes as an alternative source of information bypassing traditional media. Making use of values and beliefs held by people, Russian media outlets emphasize the negative emotions and perceptions present in the society regarding foreign and domestic threats in Europe such as uncontrolled migration, the alleged Islamization of Europe and imminent terrorist threat, possible violent conflicts at an international scale, Euroskepticism, and discontent with politicians and institutions. The lack of own narratives and comprehensive communication strategies has provided grounds for Russian propaganda to be more influential and exert its impact on European public opinion.

The GLOBSEC Policy Institute commissioned a series of opinion polls in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Slovakia with the goal of mapping the effects of the propaganda campaign on public perception. Discussing the geopolitical choice, more particularly, orientation to the East or the West, the respondents of the three Visegrad countries have not made a clear choice but seemingly prefer a middle position: Slovak
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27 Václav Štětka, op.cit., 8-10.
respondents’ support for a pro-Russian (Eastern) orientation is above 12 percent and for a pro-Western one only 23 percent (52 percent want Slovakia to be outside the traditional East and West dichotomy). Public opinion in the Czech Republic is more pro-Western with 30 percent favoring this direction, and only four percent preferring the Eastern orientation (48 percent of Czechs opt for a position in the middle). 32 percent of Hungarians prefer the West and six percent the East, while 48 percent chose neither.29

Moldova and Ukraine are exposed to Russian propaganda to a larger extent taking into account the control carried out over the years on the media landscape. The shared past and the older generations’ nostalgia for the Soviet times as well as the polarization of the political environment between East and West create a proper context for promoting propagandistic messages and controlling the minds and hearts of the people. The danger lies not only in the virtual popularity that the Russian orientation is acquiring as a geopolitical vector, but in the fact that propaganda creates the basis for undemocratic regimes and mindsets, which contribute to the aggressive violations of human rights and liberties.

The Russian media in Moldova is accessible and is considered to be very popular due to the diverse entertainment programs compared to the lack of attractive local content produced by Moldovan mass media. The Russian media has a very large share in the Moldovan media market especially compared to Western media. The frontrunner channels in terms of promoting Russian political lines are all present in Moldova, being also covered by local dominant media groups, which ensure the re-broadcasting of Russian channels in the whole territory of Moldova. Such a channel is Prime TV owed by businessman and politician, Vlad Plahotniuc. This has a national coverage frequency and re-broadcasts the Russian Pervii Kanal TV channel. While acknowledging the enormous security threat, the national regulatory authority in the broadcasting sector (the Broadcasting Coordination Council, BCC) cannot take full action because of political influence and financial interests involved. Due to messages endorsing hatred in relations with Ukraine, manipulations and deliberate dissemination of false information, the BCC has applied penalties and suspended the emission of Rossia 24 TV channel,30 viewed by the Russian authorities as an attempt of violating the plurality of opinion and the freedom of speech.

The situation in Ukraine is more complex taking into account the fact that mass media is used as a weapon in the de facto war between the Russian Federation and Ukraine. Al-

though not recognized officially as a party in the violent conflict, the Russian Federation behaves as an aggressor penetrating the public area with massive disinformation campaigns and manipulative media outlets. In order to protect its informational space, but also to ensure the security of the public debate, the Ukrainian authorities have banned Russian cable television relays of leading Russian TVs. Taking into account the amplitude of hybrid conflicts and the impact on the national security of Ukraine, the Ministry of Information Policy of Ukraine was set up in 2014 among slight controversies and fears that it would endanger the freedom of the media. Nevertheless, since 2013, Ukraine has been witness to a positive evolution concerning the freedom of the press (Table Nr. 1).

The perception of Ukrainian citizens during the last few years concerning the Russian media has changed dramatically. According to the Media Consumption Survey, a national survey conducted in Ukraine in 2016 with the support of USAID, Russian TV channels have lost their audience and the trust of media consumers. Only 26 percent of the Russian news audience regards the information presented to be objective and reliable compared to 57 percent having confidence in Ukrainian regional TV channels, and 52 percent in national coverage TV channels. Compared to 2015, the level of trust has decreases by 12 points in Russian news outlets, but on the other hand, it has increased by four points in Ukrainian regional TV channels, and by three points in national coverage TV channels. The share of internet users has grown to 76 percent over the past year; almost all are active users (at least once a week). Respondents said the information they get from websites is more complete and objective than what they see on Ukrainian television (65 percent believe that both regional and national Ukrainian websites provide objective and reliable information while Russian websites enjoy the trust of only 22 percent). The internet is mainly used for information searches (53 percent), communication, checking emails (48 percent), and news consumption (46 percent).31

The use of the social networks reaches 51 percent. The most popular social networks remain the Russian sites, VKontakte (49 percent of the users) and Odnoklassniki (40 percent of the users), which entered the market in a stronger position than Facebook (36 percent of the users) and Twitter (12 percent of the users) having been set up based on the model of behavior and networking practices common in the Eastern European region. The two Russian social networks were highly promoted in the post-Soviet region, thus attracting all generations on the basis of rooted social structures (family, school, university, participation in pupils’ camps) and cultural habits (music, movies, etc.). The share of those getting their news from social networks has also increased. This trend is typical for all social networks except Odnoklassniki.32
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32 Ibid.
Ukrainian media experts believe that regardless of the positive development of the media environment, the Ukrainian media market is still quite unbalanced and unable to fulfill the educational role in society, thus living the door open for propagandistic strategies. Ukraine is not an exception with regards to the fall of professional journalism and journalistic ethics, the emergence of partisanship and political/business ownership of media. Moreover, facing the Russian propaganda, the Ukrainian government, as well as the civil society, has more responsibility including not only securing the media environment as a strategic asset of the country, but also preserving, respecting and protecting the principles of democratic governance, avoiding the use of the same unlawful strategies as a method of defense.

Conclusions

According to the data presented in the paper as well as the developments in the respective countries, the establishment of democratic governance and participatory social environment cannot be possible without the existence of pluralistic and free media institutions. Free media supports more accountability and responsibility of the authorities towards the people as well as the development of critical thinking and increasing tolerance among the population. Despite a slight decrease, mass media still enjoys a high level of trust. This undoubtedly demonstrates the power of media in defining as well as strengthening the values of individuals and communities. Relying on free media where possible, the Visegrad countries can strive for preserving a democratic environment, which allows people to express their needs using various instruments, and to impede their governments in distorting social values. The Eastern European countries, Moldova and Ukraine, have relatively little experience in expressing popular discontent concerning the violation of their societies’ human rights and liberties, as mass media fails to serve its educational role and the principles of democracy are not yet embedded in society. The experience of the Visegrad countries and the identification of common trends reveal the necessity of stronger links between the countries. Finding themselves in a process of transition accompanied by either frozen or violent conflicts, the two countries, Moldova and the Ukraine, could take over the positive experience and learn from the challenges that the Visegrad countries have encountered. Moreover, the similarities and/or historical connections in terms of political and social value systems set up the preconditions for a better understanding of the mentality and behavior, thus providing perfect grounds for credible initiatives in the eyes of the people.

In order to fight the new tendencies of reducing journalistic ethics to a minimum for the purposes of promoting various political or business interests, clear policies and practices are required which would protect professional journalism, condemn propa-
gandistic activities, and support the education of the population in the spirit of quality journalism. This would contribute to a better identification of misinformation and would reduce the impact that propagandistic strategies used in hybrid conflicts have on society. Although all countries face more or less the same threats, the Visegrad countries with an older democratic system in place as well as having the advantage of being part of the EU could serve as reliable partners for Moldova and Ukraine. The expertise, resources, and most importantly, actions undertaken in order to preserve professional journalism create the perfect grounds to establish solid cooperation and, thus, contribute to the democratization of societies in Eastern Europe.

Neither new nor social media as producers of news should be overlooked even though, at the present time, they remain less preferred sources of information among users. The overwhelming amount of information and the impossibility to fully control the online space set up new rules for the media environment which has to face the massive dissemination of misinformation – one of the biggest threats to democracies in the 21st century. The emerging informational threats tightly linked to the conflict in Ukraine define the need for close cooperation between countries in terms of policy-making processes and common initiatives, which would ensure regional security and would protect individuals exposed daily to attacks on their values, models of behavior and fundamental human rights.
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Tolerance is a prerequisite of real functioning democracy, it is a determinant of balanced freedom and it is also the weakest, most fragile element of a democratic system. Without tolerance in society, in the minds of citizens, no democracy can work properly. According to Sullivan et al., “political tolerance exists when respondents allow the full legal rights of citizenship to groups they themselves dislike”. But tolerance is not only political; we distinguish tolerance toward other groups and phenomena. Tolerance for religions, for the disabled, for the elderly, for sexual minorities, for different races, ethnic and language groups – all this builds a proper social structure. This factor is necessary to stabilize the functioning of the state.

The aim of this chapter is to show that issues of tolerance, cultural diversity and discrimination are not an easy grid of social attitudes. The societies of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) have such an uneasy history and specific national structure that this grid can be tight in many dimensions. This chapter is divided into two parts: the first discusses the historical and legal aspects of the issue; the second brings examples of public opinion, civil society organizations and their good practices.

The chapter starts with an analysis of how historical events contributed to the current approach to tolerance. We believe that the end of World War II was the time when fundamental changes in values took place in Europe. Borders were redrawn, entire nations were moved, some divided, others united, for sure all politically and socially thrilled. Another milestone was the transformation after 1989 which proceeded variedly in each country and played an important role in developing approaches to minority groups. Next, the development of EU legislation on fundamental freedoms and discrimination is highlighted. We concentrate on a few important legal acts adopted by member countries to help with inclusion of vulnerable minority groups.

To show trends over the past three decades, we use data from comparative public opinion surveys. We take into consideration a few categories of social minorities – ethnic and religious minorities, immigrants, the disabled and the LGBT community – and a few indicators like population census, national pride, the perception of neighborhood, approaches towards new trends and events. We also try to explain the reasons for such
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attitudes, opinions, and changes therein. Finally, we present good practices of NGOs in projects relating to hate speech. Throughout the paper a few significant distinctions have to be made concerning the said countries. Some of them are historical, geographical and political, others are related to sociological and even national mentality problems. Lines of these distinctions very often intersect making it hard to separate them.

Historical background

Political and geographic origins (1945-1991)

The countries of the Visegrad Group from the end of World War II were nominally independent, but in reality subordinate to Soviet domination. Although the influence of the Soviet Union in these countries was very strong, they had their statehood, their national institutions and opportunity to, more or less, cultivate their national cultures and traditions. These countries were ruled by communist authoritarian systems, the leaders and members of the ruling party were also members of their society. They spoke in their national languages and had vested interests in Warsaw, Prague or Budapest rather than in Moscow. It was a state of incomplete, imperfect sovereignty, but allowed to build some mechanisms of social institutions which were helpful during the democratic transformation process in 1989.

Ukraine and Moldova were in a different situation. After World War II, the territories of present Moldova and Ukraine were incorporated into the Soviet Union. Both territories and nations living there had difficult histories between two strong neighbors – the Soviet Union and Poland in the case of Ukraine, or Romania in the case of Moldova. Becoming part of the Soviet Union in 1945 placed these countries and their societies in completely different situations than the Visegrad states. Ukraine and Moldova were thereafter part of a vast communist empire with a much more oppressive political system. National trends were inhibited by the centralized policy of Moscow. The Russian language was the official state language. Even though, budget spending on culture was considerable in the Soviet Union, the goal was rather creating a homogeneous Soviet model of life rather than highlighting national differences. The political situation of the Soviet republics was even worse. The political power system in the Soviet Union was based on decisions made in Moscow by a narrow group of influential communist leaders. There were no strong institutions or even a tradition of decision-making at a regional level. After the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, Ukraine and Moldova had to build structures of independent states from the basics and start building their national identity.

In 1945, the borders in Central and Eastern Europe were redrawn in accordance with the Yalta and Potsdam arrangements. There were huge changes, especially in the case
of Poland which lost almost half of its territory in the east and gained vast “additional”
lands in the north and the west taken away from Germany. Czechoslovakia lost the
eastern “corner” of its territory, Carpathian Ruthenia, which was seized by the Soviet
Union. Romania lost its eastern province historically called Bessarabia, where the So-
viet Union established the Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic. Even more signifi-
cant were the changes in the population structure in this area. Germans were expelled
from areas annexed to the Soviet Union and Poland as well as from the territories of
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Poland was literally moved westwards – the Ukrainian
population was transferred from the Polish territory to the Soviet Union and the Polish
population from Soviet territory was transferred to lands gained by Poland in the west.

These harsh methods over a long term resulted in a relatively high level of na-
tional homogeneity, especially in the present V4 countries. Effects of those events are
still visible in the results of various sociological research or even political elections.
In Poland, there are no significant national minorities. The biggest national minority
among the V4 countries exist in Slovakia, where over eight percent of the population
is Hungarian. This sometimes causes tensions between the two countries. An issue
of a large Roma population is present in Slovakia and Hungary taking the shape of
challenges concerning especially their social status and access to education. Finally,
Ukraine and Moldova face problems stemming from the multinational mosaic of
their societies which include sizable Russian or pro-Russian populations.

Two speeds to independence (1989-2015)

In 1989, historical changes started in Europe: the Soviet Union fell, and its satellite
states and the Soviet socialist republics gained independence. There was a difference
between gaining real sovereignty in the case of countries like Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary or Poland, and building independent statehood from scratch in the case of the
former Soviet socialist republics. The path to sovereignty for Ukraine and Moldova,
where the remaining influence of Russia is more noticeable and only became more
visible, was harder and bumpier.

To face the challenges of the new political situation in Europe, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and Poland formed the Visegrád Group in 1991. In the beginning, it was a
diplomatic forum to discuss various regional issues among heads of state and gov-
ernment. Afterwards, the creation of the Central European Free Trade Agreement
strengthened their economic cooperation providing a good base during negotia-
tions with the EU. The clear objective of joining the EU also strengthened institu-
tions guarding civil rights and enforced certain positive and tolerant public attitudes.
Citizens could travel without visas in the EU, scholarships and exchanges between
the EU and V4 were increasingly popular. People were much more open to western
democratic values, especially tolerance and cultural diversity. After joining the EU, the process of implementing European law accelerated in the V4 countries. Changes in legislation concerning discrimination started to show, albeit slowly, that the environment for anti-discrimination activities keep getting better.

Ukraine and Moldova did not have the same advantages. An ineffective economy was carrying the burden of the post-communist system. Moldova has long been one of the poorest countries in Europe, while Ukraine was economically and politically closely related to Russia with market and legal reforms favoring narrow groups of oligarchs having close political connections in Kyiv and Moscow. Despite the passivity and corruption of state institutions, the idea of civil liberties was developing step by step in these countries thanks to the activities of NGOs working on human rights, raising awareness among citizens, and building a civic society. Recently, some legal steps have also been taken by Moldovan and Ukrainian authorities concerning the regulation of immigrants. According to the International Organization for Migration, in the last five years, the number of immigrants in Moldova began to exceed the number of emigrants. It is related to the ongoing process of negotiations with the EU and emigration for the purpose of working abroad. But the Moldovan government only diagnoses the scale of the challenges related with this process, among them discrimination and hate speech. Ukrainian legislation is more advanced, but challenges concerning tolerance and integration of immigrants still require efforts.

Anti-discrimination acts in the EU

The EU was founded on an idea of peaceful coexistence of European nations overcoming intolerance within and beyond their borders. In this regard, the situation of national and ethnic minorities is the matter of special care as it can be a trigger of social divisions and conflicts, public disorder or even wars. To improve their situation, the EU has built a variety of institutions and a legal framework.

The establishment of the Council of Europe, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe or creating documents like the “Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities” were milestones on a long road toward guaranteeing fundamental freedoms, as well. In parallel, the intensive education of citizens on tolerance and openness started. In the 1990s, legislation concerning tolerance and integration of immigrants still require efforts.
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anti-discrimination in the EU was well developed. It was both an encouragement and an obstacle for the CEE countries aspiring to join the EU as before the enlargement, they were required and put under pressure to adapt their legal system to European standards including regulations concerning minorities and anti-discrimination. In parallel, the societies of the V4 countries had to quickly become familiar with these notions. The social process, which in Western Europe lasted decades, was expected to happen in a few years in the CEE countries, which posed challenges. In Slovakia, the implementation of anti-discrimination laws was subject to such problems that joining the EU itself was at stake. On the other hand, the skepticism of the CEE countries, which introduce anti-discrimination laws, when even some old member states did not comply with them, is not surprising, either. For example, all V4 countries are parties to the “The Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities” but Belgium, Greece, Iceland and Luxembourg are only signatories and France is not a member of this convention at all.


The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, established in 2000, implements into EU law the political, social and economic rights of EU citizens and residents, but it has had a legal effect only since the Treaty of Lisbon came into force in 2009. The Charter addresses rights in the following categories: dignity, freedoms,
equality, solidarity, citizens’ rights, and justice. Current EU candidates are already obliged to comply with the Charter,\textsuperscript{10} but it has also caused a lot of controversy. For example, Poland and the UK have signed a special protocol that says that the “Charter does not extend the ability of the Court of Justice of the European Union, or any court or tribunal of Poland or of the United Kingdom, to find that the laws, regulations or administrative provisions, practices or actions of Poland or of the United Kingdom are inconsistent with the fundamental rights, freedoms and principles that it reaffirms” and that “(...) the Title IV of the Charter, which contains economic and social rights, does not create justiciable rights, unless Poland and the UK have provided for such rights in their national laws”\textsuperscript{11}.

Social characteristics in Central and Eastern Europe

\textit{Ethnic and national overview}

When describing the subject of tolerance and discrimination as a general category in the CEE countries, we have to remember the history and social characteristics rooted in the CEE societies. After the end of the communist period, Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia were under the influence and pressure of the requirements of joining European structures, including the EU. The OSCE, the Council of Europe, and the EU set the implementation of minority rights as a condition of further negotiations\textsuperscript{12}. Without disputing the fact that such rights are needed for a modern state, this was an element of legal tolerance implemented from the outside, and not domestically developed. The V4 countries had no time to work out their own approach toward tolerance, and the results of “western” solutions for increasing tolerance and fighting discrimination can often be questionable.

The 2011 Population and Housing Census\textsuperscript{13} provides insights into the ethnic and national structure of the V4 countries showing that Poland has a bigger population (more than 38 millions) than the three other V4 countries combined and is strongly homogeneous without significant ethnic and religious minorities. Over 95 percent of the Polish population declared themselves as Catholics. In the Czech Republic, 25 percent, and in Slovakia 15 percent of the population have not declared any religious affiliation. The biggest national minority among the V4 countries is in Slo-

\textsuperscript{10} Vladimír Bilčík et al., \textit{Europeanization...}, 10.
\textsuperscript{12} Lynn Tesser, “The Geopolitics...”, 493-494.
vakia where 8.5 percent of the population is Hungarian. In Slovakia and Hungary, two-three percent of the population are Roma which is a relatively high amount compared with the Czech Republic and Poland where the Roma population is under one percent. According to census data for Ukraine (2001) and for Moldova (2004), approximately three-fourths of the population declared themselves as Ukrainian and Moldovan, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLOVAKIA</th>
<th>CZECH REPUBLIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,397,036 100% Total resident</td>
<td>10,436,560 100% Total resident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population</td>
<td>population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,352,775 80.7% Slovak</td>
<td>6,711,624 64.3% Czech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458,467 8.5% Hungarian</td>
<td>2,642,666 25.3% not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382,493 7.0% not specified</td>
<td>521,801 5.0% Moravian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105,738 2.0% Roma</td>
<td>147,152 1.4% Slovak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,367 0.6% Czech</td>
<td>53,253 0.5% Ukrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33,482 0.6% Ruthenian</td>
<td>5,135 0.01% Roma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUNGARY</th>
<th>POLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,937,628 100% Total resident</td>
<td>38,511,824 100% Total resident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population</td>
<td>population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,314,029 83.7% Hungarian</td>
<td>37,393,651 97.1% Polish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,455,883 14.6% not specified</td>
<td>521,470 1.4% not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308,957 3.1% Roma</td>
<td>846,719 2.2% Silesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131,951 1.3% German</td>
<td>232,547 0.6% Kaszubian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29,647 0.3% Slovak</td>
<td>147,814 0.4% German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26,345 0.3% Romanian</td>
<td>17,049 0.05% Roma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Source: 2011 Population and Housing Census

An interesting connection can be found between national pride, language, and threats to national identity in The Atlas of European Values,\(^\text{14}\) where the Polish example is different compared to the rest. Poles are very confident and proud of their country throughout the time period of statistic research, regardless of their state’s political status. On the other hand, for Ukrainians, national pride and the importance of the Ukrainian language is relatively low, which could be explained by the large number of Russian-speaking citizens.

Analyzing the issue of tolerance toward ethnic groups in the CEE countries, we must keep in mind the distinction between ethnic and national minority. National minorities are most often connected with a neighboring “kin-state” or national “homeland”,\(^\text{15}\) and those “kin-states” generally support the protection of their kin’s rights living in neighboring countries and them gaining new ones. This could occur by advocating for the use of European frameworks, for example the legal initiatives of the Hungarian government to ensure the protection of minority rights of Hungarians living abroad. But kin states also resort to diplomatic pressure or even military threat, e.g. Russia’s actions in Ukraine. Ethnic minority refers to ethnic, language or cultural groups which do not have a relationship with the “kin-state” or such a country did not exist, e.g. the Roma\(^\text{16}\).

According to the Social Progress Index\(^\text{17}\) indicators on tolerance and inclusion, the Czech Republic is the most tolerant country among the six and Moldova is the least. Similarly, the Czech Republic has the lowest level of discrimination and violence against minorities, while Ukraine has the biggest.
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Referring to national and ethnic minorities, tolerance toward people of a different race as one’s own neighbors slowly but constantly grew in four of the discussed countries between 1999 and 2008, especially in Poland. In the Czech Republic and Moldova, though, it dropped significantly. It would be very intriguing to examine how this score would look today against the backdrop of the refugee and migration crisis.

After a decade of constant, bloody wars in the Middle East, Europe is faced with a refugee and migration crisis. Hundreds of thousands of refugees and migrants were crossing the borders of the EU causing debates and divisions among member states. The Willkommenpolitik of Germany met strong opposition in the Visegrad countries. The V4 became an advocate of the policy of closed external borders and defense of national identity.
Events in the Middle East, as well as terrorist attacks in France, Belgium and Germany have increased chauvinism and racism not only in Central Europe but throughout the EU. The Social Progress Index 2016 results indicate that the Czechs are the least tolerant toward immigrants, but Slovaks and Poles near them. Moldovans are the most tolerant but their country is not really a destination for immigration and they see the problem differently than the V4 societies. Moldova, until recent years, has had problems with the emigration of its own citizens rather than with immigration. It is puzzling that Czechs, commonly seen as a tolerant society, have the biggest problem with immigrants among the V4 countries. It could be caused by a compilation of various factors. They are “surrounded” from the west by countries having large numbers of immigrants, and it is possible that the Czech society fears that their country can be affected by problems of its western neighbors. Hungary, according to this index, is a much more tolerant country toward immigrants, which is interesting, particularly in light the strong anti-migrant and anti-refugee narrative of the Hungarian government in 2015-16 in the Hungarian media.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Calculated score (0-100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>30.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>43.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>47.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>36.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>33.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Source: Social Progress Index 2016

A significant example of an ethnic minority in Europe is the Roma people. They are considered as Europe’s largest ethnic minority estimated to be about 10 to 12 million. At the same time, though, they are marginalized and socially excluded. Such minorities without their own “homeland state” are subject to the special attention of the EU which can create legal acts and frameworks to protect and promote their rights at a European level. An example adopted in 2011 is the EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies up to 2020\(^\text{18}\). Nevertheless, discrimination against the Roma remains a burning problem: according to the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), preface to The situation of Roma in 11 EU Member States. Survey results at a glance (Luxembourg: Publications Office of the European Union, 2012), 3.

tal Rights, in the Czech Republic and Poland 62 percent of Roma respondents have personally felt discriminated because they are Roma, while in Slovakia 34 percent declared that they experienced discrimination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer of Roma</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Hungary</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Slovakia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the past 12 months (or since you have been in the country) have you personally felt discriminated against because you are a Roma?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Source: Survey data explorer - Results from the 2011 Roma survey

Equally disturbing is that between 1999 and 2008, the proportion of people who do not want to have Roma neighbors increased in the Czech Republic by 15 percentage points. In Slovakia, this rate has dropped from a very high level (77 percent) to a more moderate 47 percent. This rate is the lowest in Poland, while in Ukraine it is almost as high as in the Czech Republic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / Year</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Source: Atlas of European Values 2008

The V4 countries are generally perceived as less tolerant than “old” EU member states championing their ideas of equality and freedom, but the V4 are also more nationally and ethnically homogeneous, which could affect some of the indicators. Nevertheless, tolerance has mostly improved over time. Moldova and Ukraine are more ethnically diverse, and this factor still creates problems. The transfer of experience and good practices from the V4 countries could thus be helpful.

Religious minorities

While one can hear or read opinions claiming that religion is an increasingly weaker factor in modern social life, in reality, God is still not dead in Central and Eastern Europe. Religion in Moldova, Ukraine and the V4 countries is not a decisive element in state policy or social moods, but its presence or its lack thereof can mirror social attitudes, choices, prejudices and the so-called national mentality. Poland is traditionally perceived as a strong Catholic country, but paradoxically this is the result of Stalin’s decisions of transforming the Polish territory and population. Before World War II, about 65 percent of Poland was Catholic. After the war, it was over 96 percent. The dominant religion in the V4 countries is Roman Catholicism – in Poland it reaches 87.6 percent, while in the Czech Republic almost 80 percent of respondents claim not to be religious or have not specified their religion. Between 1980 and 2008, the number of believers in Slovakia and Hungary was constant. In Poland, the Czech Republic, and Moldova, it has decreased slightly and only in Ukraine has it increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLOVAKIA</th>
<th>CZECH REPUBLIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,397,036 100% Total resident population</td>
<td>10,436,560 100% Total resident population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,347,277 62% Roman Catholic</td>
<td>4,662,455 44.7% not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725,362 13.4% no religion</td>
<td>3,604,095 34.5% no religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>571,437 10.6% not specified</td>
<td>1,082,463 10.4% Roman Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316,250 5.9% Evangelical</td>
<td>51,858 0.5% Evangelical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206,871 3.8% Greek Catholic</td>
<td>39,229 0.4% Czechoslovak Hussite Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98,797 1.8% Christian Reformed</td>
<td>20,533 0.2% Orthodox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUNGARY</th>
<th>POLAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,937,628 100% Total resident population</td>
<td>38,511,824 100% Total resident population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,691,389 37.1% Roman Catholic</td>
<td>33,728,734 95.95% Roman Catholic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,698,844 27.1% not specified</td>
<td>2,733,843 7.1% refused to answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,806,409 18.2% no religion</td>
<td>929,420 2.6% no religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,153,454 11.6% Calvinist</td>
<td>156,284 0.44% Orthodox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215,093 2.2% Lutheran</td>
<td>137,308 0.39% Jehovah’s Witnesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179,176 1.8% Greek Catholic</td>
<td>33,281 0.09% Greek Catholic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Source: 2011 Population and Housing Census
Discrimination on the basis of religion is less of a problem than on the basis of ethnic minority status in the Visegrad countries, according to Eurobarometer.\textsuperscript{20} Czechs and Slovaks claim that there is low discrimination on the basis of religion in their countries, but in Poland and Hungary more people believe that discrimination on the basis of religion is widespread. These perceptions could be explained by the fact that former Czechoslovakia was strongly secularized, while religion plays a more significant role in Hungary, but especially in Poland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / Year</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Source: Atlas of European Values 2008

Discrimination on the basis of religious beliefs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>widespread</th>
<th>rare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Source: European Commission Special Eurobarometer Nr.437, 2015

Interestingly, many more people in the V4 countries would prefer to have Muslim rather than Roma neighbors. The most tolerant toward Muslims are Hungarians, and Czechs are the least – just like in the case of immigrants. The attitudes towards Muslims have mixed cultural, historical and contemporary origins. Hungary has had a long history of wars with and occupation by the Ottoman Empire, which in turn had an influence on the development of the Hungarian national identity. Poland during its history has had less exposure to Muslims: the Polish army had its own small units

of Tatars that in the historical memory created a symbol of the “good” or “our” Muslims as opposed to the “bad” Tatars of the Golden Horde and the Ottoman Turks. Such historical images as well as the current media portrayal of refugees, migration and fundamentalist terrorism – often blurring these into one – all play a role in shaping perceptions about and prejudices toward Muslims in the Visegrad countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country / Year</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2008</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Source: Atlas of European Values 2008

In Ukraine and Moldova, the situation is more complicated. Religious institutions were heavily persecuted by communist authorities, and societies are much more secularized. But after the collapse of the Soviet Union, religious life was revived and religious affiliation was often a national declaration. For example, in Ukraine a Catholic could also be considered as a person of Polish descent. Followers of the Ukrainian Orthodox – Moscow Patriarchate are aware that the authorities of the church are located in the capital of a foreign – currently hostile – state, and the Ukrainian Orthodox – Kyiv Patriarchate could be perceived as a true national Ukrainian church.

Overview of social exclusion

Emerging full of contrasts at the beginning of the 1990s from a homogeneous socialist culture, the secular, irreligious, and yet socially conservative countries of CEE were rapidly faced with the reality of western values: political freedom, tolerance, the freedom of beliefs, the tolerance of sexual identity, the understanding of and openness toward the disabled. This was the fundament of a free and tolerant civic society. As Marquart-Pyatt and Paxton claim: “Political tolerance, or the willingness to grant political rights to disliked groups, is a pivotal democratic value believed to undergird healthy and successful democracies.”

Embedding the entire range of values was difficult because of the historical background. During the transformation period, the CEE societies fought for total democ-

racy, for people’s rights, and for the rule of the majority. However, “the minoritarian aspects of democracy are especially difficult to understand among those who have long been oppressed by unresponsive minority elites”\textsuperscript{22}. That is why tolerance does not automatically appear together with independence and democracy. Social inclusion is a vast concept. It includes various kinds of social categories, e.g. women, the elderly, the young, the disabled, the LGBT communities, the population of rural areas. The following section focuses on two of these: the LGBT communities and the disabled.

Problems concerning tolerance toward LGBT groups is still present in the CEE countries but with significant differences. According to data gathered by the Fundamental Rights Agency, among the V4 countries, the Czech Republic is the most tolerant place for LGBT persons as opposed to Poland. While all Visegrad countries had to implement the EU directive that forbids discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in the field of employment, the existence of such legislation is the most known in the Czech Republic and the least in Hungary.\textsuperscript{23}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer of LGBT</th>
<th>Czech Republic</th>
<th>Hungary</th>
<th>Poland</th>
<th>Slovakia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the last 12 months, in the country where you live, have you personally felt discriminated against or harassed on the grounds of gender?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the last 12 months, in the country where you live, have you personally felt discriminated against or harassed on the grounds of sexual orientation?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you avoid holding hands in public with a same-sex partner for fear of being assaulted, threatened of harassed?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the country where you live, is there a law that forbids discrimination against persons because of their sexual orientation when applying for a job?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12. Source: Survey data explorer – LGBT Survey 2012


Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia are not shining in tolerance toward LGBT minorities, but in Ukraine and Moldova, the situation looks worse. According to the Social Progress Index 2016, the Czech Republic ranks 31st concerning tolerance toward homosexuals. Ukraine ranks 94th and Moldova only the 105th. The former Soviet republics have much bigger problems with tolerance toward sexual diversity than the Visegrad countries. It could be argued that hostility toward homosexuals in Ukraine and Moldova on the one hand, and for example, in Poland on the other hand, appears for different reasons. In Poland, the Catholic Church has a strong influence in a mainly conservative society, and homosexuals are viewed negatively on cultural and religious grounds. In Ukraine and Moldova, the Orthodox Church is much more conservative. Moreover, in these former Soviet republics, homosexuals can be perceived as a manifestation of the “rotten West”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Calculated score (0-100)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>45.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>35.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13. Source: Social Progress Index 2016

People with disabilities have taken a long and difficult way to emancipation from the beginning of the 1990s. Their struggle was not as visible as that of the LGBT, but no less important. Disabled people were in a strange situation, because before the transition, the socialist states provided relatively good social care, but kept them in a social bubble, “ghettos for disabled”. Since then, the governments and the NGOs have carried out tremendous work for disabled people, but many challenges still remain. In the V4 countries, the financing of social programs for disabled people has developed, yet, there is a perception that disability is still an important factor in social discrimi-

nation. According to European Commission’s Eurobarometer 2015, more than half of the Hungarian respondents said that discrimination on the basis of disability is widespread, while in Poland, the result was 29 percent. Respondents were also asked about discrimination at work on the basis of disability: 57 percent of Czechs said that disability puts one candidate at a disadvantage; in Poland it was much less – only 34 percent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>&quot;widespread&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;rare&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14. Source: European Commission Special Eurobarometer, Nr.437, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Employment discrimination on the basis of disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15. Source: European Commission Special Eurobarometer Nr.437, 2015

Addressing existing challenges

Considering the above picture, the question arises concerning the best way to tackle intolerance and discrimination in Central and Eastern Europe. The V4 countries have already gone through a large part of this journey. Attitude towards minorities has improved and the V4 countries enjoy its outcome. More tolerance in society guarantees more freedom and stability for the state. Problems are not considered as taboo. People and organizations can openly speak about them. They also educate and take steps to find solutions. Transferring such experience to Moldova and Ukraine would be wise, and NGOs’ activities hold a lot of potential in this regard.

In the V4 countries as well as in Moldova or Ukraine, NGOs play a significant role in anti-discrimination actions, promoting tolerance and the protection of human
rights in societies. EU members have more opportunities to obtain funding, while they can apply for resources from other international donors and can often obtain financial support from their national institutions.

The number of registered NGOs and local branches of international organizations is significant: in 2010, the Czech Republic had approximately 115,000 registered NGOs, Poland 80,000, Hungary 65,000, and Slovakia 37,409. At the same time, there were only about 66,000 NGOs in Ukraine and 8,500 in Moldova. Statistically, only about 10-20 percent of these are active. They work in different fields, of course, but many deal with issues like gender equity, opportunities for the Roma, human rights, defending the rights of foreigners, hate speech, anti-discrimination, or tolerance.

Such examples worthy of more attention are the Centre for the Research of Ethnicity and Culture in Slovakia which concentrates on research, advocacy and education; the Association for Legal Intervention in Poland which provides free legal advice to socially excluded people, especially minorities, and immigrants; the Hungarian Civic Liberties Union which educates citizens about their basic human rights and freedoms; the Association for Integration and Migration in the Czech Republic which defends the rights of foreign nationals through legislative work and actions against racism, and the list goes on. Some of these organizations even cooperate with the government or local authorities, and engage volunteers in their projects. Since the refugee crisis started, most of them focus mainly on this group and on educating societies on the topic.

Good examples are to be found concerning the integration and inclusion of the Roma, e.g. the social campaign “One of many” in Poland by the Foundation of Social Integration PROM, the project “Roma Public Policy” strengthening relations between the Roma and pro-Roma organizations in Slovakia by Milan Šimečka Foundation, the internet portal Romea.cz which provides information about Roma events all over the world, or projects by NEKI in Hungary which also provides legal support for the Roma.

Good practices in tackling hate speech

What useful experience have the V4 countries gained in fighting discrimination? What can be transferred to Eastern neighbors? We will try to bring some particular answers by presenting good practices on tackling hate speech, a problem that in recent times is becoming increasingly serious across the region. The base of hate speech is racial hatred, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and intolerance, and the promotion, the justification, and the spreading of such ideas on various platforms (including publications, radio and TV broadcasting, songs, movies, banners, billboards, graffiti, etc.).

In the CEE region, resulting from historical experiences, the ethnic and social composition of societies, hate speech has its own characteristics: e.g. anti-Semitic hate speech is widespread, though there is no significant Jewish minority in the region, and it is the remnant of the past. Anti-Semitic labels are now used against people, groups and phenomena which mostly have nothing to do with Jews. Hate speech targeting the Roma is also significant and originates not only from small groups of radicals, but is present also in mainstream media and even in the statements of some politicians. It shows that discrimination against the Roma is a real problem in this region, and European and national programs addressing it are not functioning well. Similarly, homophobic harassment, offensive language, hatred, jokes in everyday life toward LGBT people are also very widespread.

To tackle such hate speech problems, it is necessary to implement a wide range of educational programs and activities combating stereotypes, which are the sources of xenophobic attitudes. Education should start in the early school level. Public campaigns should lead to an effective inclusion of the Roma or LGBT groups within the society.

Projects conducted by the Council of Europe and by organizations in the V4 countries present some good practices. The “No Hate Speech Movement” is based on national campaigns of EU member states, where national governments are engaged and aim to reduce the acceptance of hate speech. The Movement is also a hub for organizations and initiatives from Europe dealing with offensive contents. Another project, “HejtSTOP”, tries to remove hate speech from online platforms but also from public spaces in Polish cities. Association “Project: Poland” created a website.

---


where everyone can report offensive graffiti geo-locating them on a map. After reporting, “Project: Poland” contacts local authorities, the owner or landlord and with the help of the local community, businesses and activists try to remove or paint over the hate speech inscription.

“Hate Group Map”39 is a project conducted by the Hungarian Athena Institute. It gathers information about extremist groups in Hungary. These groups are considered dangerous due to their ideology, spreading hate speech but also by the possible threat to democracy and even the lives of citizens. The task of “Hate Group Map” is to update a map and list of groups, providing confirmed, relevant and actual information. In Hungary, the significant anti-hate influence has affected the “Budapest Pride”40 initiative, focusing on the LGBT community while actively promoting the idea of tolerance and opposition to hate speech. In the Czech Republic, “HateFree”41 aims to bring and share information, provide space for stories of victims and attackers of hate crimes.

These examples of combating hate speech show that many models of solutions work effectively. The greater process of spreading tolerance and anti-discrimination is built from countless small and micro activities, basic education, everyday talks, and little gestures. The society itself creates a whole spectrum of conducts – the good and the bad – and hopefully good ones can prevail over bad ones. Focus must be on improving good conduct in every society, and thus solutions form the V4 countries could have an impact on Moldova and Ukraine, too. This process, however, cannot be imposed from the outside. It is a lesson that every society must learn.

Concluding thoughts

Intolerance is a destructive power which can quickly abuse individual and civic liberties42. To prevent this danger, we must encourage an environment, where tolerance could develop in the most natural way. The most important condition for such developments is the education of citizens. Not propaganda, but wise and open education can teach people to ask questions and find answers. Through that process, the values of tolerance and equality can become embedded in the society. Using social media, modern online tools, the involvement of activists and local communities can bring very effective results. But when thinking about transferring these practices to

42 Sandra Marquart-Pyatt and Pamela Paxton, “In Principle and in Practice...”.
Ukraine and Moldova, we must keep in mind the local conditions – Prague is different from Chisinau, and Cracow is not Kharkiv. Anti-discrimination initiatives implemented too rapidly can be counterproductive. Let’s not underestimate this. Ukraine and Moldova have the right to develop their own solutions regarding cultural diversity, tolerance, and anti-discrimination. The V4 countries should be ready to support them but cannot dictate their actions.
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Accountability, Transparency and Corruption in the V4 Countries, Ukraine and Moldova

by Anton Pisarenko and Olena Vlasiuk

Corruption is a common problem for almost every country regardless of its wealth, history, and socio-cultural background. According to the information of the International Monetary Fund, 2 trillion USD is lost to bribery and corruption every year, which equals 2% of the global GDP.¹ Corruption in the region of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) is one of the top problems when it comes to the development of a democratic political system. The development of the political systems of the Visegrad countries (V4) on the one hand, and those of Ukraine and Moldova on the other, corresponds to two waves within the broader process of democratization and integration into or approximation to the European Union. Given the fact that anti-corruption reforms were among the requirements of the EU integration process, the same classification may apply also to corruption itself. The Visegrad countries were in the first wave of countries combating corruption within the Central and Eastern European region, and Ukraine and Moldova come now as the second. Nevertheless, correlation between existing levels of corruption and anti-corruption initiatives in the V4, Ukraine, and Moldova shall not be addressed by simply transferring the experience of the V4 to their non-EU partners, and it should be considered as a more complex phenomenon.

In the case of Central and Eastern Europe, countries outside and inside the EU, the level of corruption is influenced by geopolitical factors. As James A. Lyons, a retired U.S. Navy admiral, mentioned in his article in The Washington Times, corruption may send Ukraine back into the Russian orbit.² The same applies to Moldova, which in turn means that combating corruption in the region is not only the indication of mentality transformation but that of the decisions made in accordance with a geopolitical choice.

Corruption has been a harrowing problem for CEE countries after the fall of the Soviet block and the collapse of the Soviet Union in particular, leaving the heritage of the culture of corruption deeply ingrained in the values of the political elites. The V4

countries succeeded first in identifying this problem. As a result of that, combating
corruption in the V4 countries was a crucial issue in the late 1990s. The same process
started in Ukraine and Moldova at least ten years later. After gaining independence in
1991, both countries faced a number of crucial social problems, which relegated combat-
ing corruption to be of lesser priority. Consequently, the level of corruption evolved,
and nowadays this phenomenon has an endemic nature presenting a significant threat
to business, international investment, and national security. The high level of corrup-
tion also influences social trust and satisfaction with the functioning of the political
system. According to a survey, conducted by the Rating Group Ukraine in March 2016,
Ukrainian citizens define corruption as the second most important problem in Ukraine
following the conflict in Donbas.\(^3\) In Moldova, corruption was the fifth on the list of
public concerns, after poverty, prices, unemployment, and crime according to the 2014
Barometer of Public Opinion.\(^4\) Transparency International currently ranks Ukraine as
the 130th out of 168 countries in the Corruption Perception Index (CPI). In 2015, the CPI
of the country reached 27 points out of 100 possible, which is 6 points less than Mol-
dova’s.\(^5\) Despite various common features in the historical and political backgrounds of
Ukraine, Moldova, and the V4 countries, the latter are far ahead in the ranking. Con-
sidering the large scale of the problem, it is crucially important for Ukraine and Mol-
dova to find effective ways to combat corruption. The successful experience of the CEE
countries may help to find feasible solutions for increasing accountability and thereby
reinforcing democracy in the countries of Eastern Europe. To reach this goal, it is essen-
tial to analyze the origins of corruption in the countries fighting against it, their former
and present institutional frameworks, and the latest developments in this field.

This paper is a brief analysis of the existing theoretical literature on corruption,
recent anti-corruption trends in the CEE region as well as the major challenges that
the V4 countries, Ukraine and Moldova encountered while trying to combat this
phenomenon. Particular attention is paid to the case of Ukraine and the changes
taking place in the field after Euromaidan. The paper discusses the role of civil so-
ciety in combating corruption. Ukrainian initiatives are introduced to highlight the
importance of local initiatives and to showcase the fact that Ukraine has experienced
a significant upsurge in these activities over the past few years.

\(^3\) “Dynamics of Socio-Political Attitudes in Ukraine: March 2016,” Rating Group Ukraine, accessed
vzglyadov_v_ukraine_mart_2016.html.

\(^4\) “Barometer of Public Opinion, November 2014” Institute for Public Policy, accessed October 30, 2016,

\(^5\) “Corruption Perception Index 2015,” Transparency International Ukraine, accessed October 30, 2016,
http://ti-ukraine.org/CPI2015. The scale ranges from 0 to 100, where 0 means the highest level of per-
cieved corruption, and 100 refers to the lowest level of perceived corruption.
Analytical framework

Corruption as a global phenomenon is the subject of substantial amount of theorizing and empirical research, which has produced many different explanations, typologies and remedies. Scholars seek the causes and the consequences of corruption in individual ethics and civic cultures, in history and tradition, in the economic system, in the institutional arrangements, and in the political system. The working definition of the World Bank is that corruption is the abuse of public power for private benefit. Such a definition is quite simplified, but it reflects an important notion that corruption appears when someone who represents the state and the public authority behaves according to private interests rather than public ones. This definition is also the one used most often in public surveys, which study citizens’ and experts’ perception of corruption.

Inge Amundsen stresses two sides of the corrupt act. On the one hand, there is the state and politics (“the corrupted”), and “the corrupters”, that is, those who offer bribes and gain advantages. These suppliers are the general public, or – in other words – the non-state society.\(^6\) Corruption also happens without any state agency or state official being involved, for example, within and between private businesses, within non-governmental organizations, and between individuals in their personal dealings.

The level of corruption strongly correlates with the overall state of the society and its values. Less democratically developed political systems tend to be more corrupted. As Lawrence and Huntington pointed out, “democracy – which entails political opposition, freedom of the press, and an independent judiciary – fosters potentially powerful corruption-reducing mechanisms”\(^7\).

There are different types of corruption, but addressing the Ukrainian and the Moldovan case, where corruption is highly integrated into the political system, it makes sense to separate political (grand) corruption from the bureaucratic (petty) corruption. Political or grand corruption takes place at the high levels of the political system. It is when the politicians and state agents, who are entitled to make and enforce laws in the name of the people, are themselves corrupt. Bureaucratic corruption, on the other hand, takes place in the public administration, at the implementation end of politics.\(^8\) Political corruption has more systemic repercussions since legislators, who are empowered to make political decisions and set up the rules of procedure, initiate it. It may lead to institutional

---

decay and tendencies towards authoritarian regimes. Moreover, whereas bureaucratic corruption normally can be dealt with through auditing, legislation, and institutional arrangements, the degenerative effects of political corruption cannot be counteracted by an administrative approach alone. Endemic political corruption, like in the Ukrainian and Moldovan cases, calls for radical political reforms.

The consequences of corruption vary and depend on the type of actions involved. Concerning Moldova and Ukraine, we can claim that the lack of quality in public sector leads to undermining state institutions and waning of the legitimacy of the state. Taking into account the presence of corruption in elections, we should mention such effects as distorted representation in parliaments and reduced accountability. Other key effects of corruption are the negation of the rule of law and diminishing trust in state institutions.

In transition societies, corruption is usually a highly adaptive phenomenon. It does not always involve money, particularly in the post-Soviet space, giving life to blat – “[t]he social practice of using personal connections to circumvent formal procedures by soliciting personal favors for and from others” which is a common phenomenon in Ukraine and Moldova. However, according to Williams & Onoshchenko, “it does not appear that blat is important any longer in this post-socialist market economy. Most participants [...] adopted a more nuanced view of the relationship between the use of informal payments and blat. Rather than viewing money as a substitute for blat, they have adopted the view that although money is sufficient without blat, and blat is sufficient without money, combining money and blat is the most appropriate and effective way of getting what you want.”

From the V4 to the East: transferring anti-corruption experience to Ukraine and Moldova

Dealing with the measurement of success of combating corruption, one should obviously keep in mind the difficulties in obtaining objective results. Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index alone provides probably the most comprehensive picture of the level of corruption in the V4 countries, Moldova and

---

9 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Most research looks at Corruption Perception Index, which, in and of itself, does not actually measure corruption but people’s view of it, which may or may not accurately reflect the level of corruption.
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Ukraine. The earliest Index listing Ukraine and the V4 countries is from 1998. At this time, Ukraine ranked 68th (among 85) together with Bolivia, while Slovakia was the 47th, Poland the 39th, the Czech Republic the 37th, and Hungary topped the scale ranking 33rd. The following year’s Index (Corruption Perception Index 1999) places both Moldova and Ukraine in the 75th place among 99, while the V4 countries, having slightly moved, keep the order relative to each other. According to the latest Corruption Perception Index from 2015, the situation has changed significantly. Among the 167 evaluated countries, Poland is the 30th, Czech Republic is the 37th, Hungary and Slovakia share the 50th place, Moldova is the 103rd and Ukraine is the 130th. Comparing to the earliest Index, Hungary has lost its top position within the V4, while Poland has become a less corrupted state. From sharing the same position, Moldova and Ukraine are now divided by 27 positions with Ukraine closing the list.

While being relatively successful in combating corruption, the V4 countries still face challenges similar to those in Ukraine and Moldova, however, at a lower scale than the latter two. Among the most common forms of corruption in the V4 countries, nowadays, one finds the low accountability of politicians, the influence on and control over the media, administrative corruption and corruption related to public procurement, but corruption in the health care sector is also common in all four countries. According to Freedom House’s Nations in Transit 2016 Report, Hungary is the most corrupted state among the V4, followed by Slovakia. All four countries show lower scores of corruption compared to the situation five years ago.

According to Katarzyna Batko-Tołuć, in Poland, corruption is a silent problem: there is no significant petty corruption anymore, and there is no state capture. Meanwhile, Anita Koncsik, notes that in Hungary access to information has worsened over the previous years: the scope of the freedom of information act has narrowed, fees are charged to fulfill data requests and exemptions have been introduced. Such observations generally reflect the trends of corruption in the respective countries outlined by the TI results.

Although corruption is no longer considered the top problem in the Visegrad countries, the fight against corruption is still present in all countries within the re-

15 Katarzyna Batko-Tołuć, programming director of the Citizens Network Watchdog Poland, and Anita Koncsik, researcher of K-Monitor Watchdog of Public Funds, participated at the workshop of the present project, titled Embedding Democratic Values: Tolerance and Transparency, organized on May 16, 2016, in Kyiv. For more information, see: https://cens.ceu.edu/article/2016-06-04/embedding-democratic-values-tolerance-and-transparency.
region. Experience in combating corruption, in particular anti-corruption laws, are being transferred from the West to the East entailing a phenomenon of legal transplants. However, “[i]rrespective of whether a transplant is ‘imported’ or ‘exported’, it is likely to behave differently in the context into which it is being introduced, compared with the context within which it originates”.16 Grødeland stresses that anti-corruption efforts generated from the outside should be more successful if ‘imported’, that is initiated or welcomed locally, than if ‘exported’, that is imposed upon a national or local community from the outside. After the Ukrainian revolution in 2014, we can observe trends shifting from experience being exported by IGOs (mostly the EU) to Ukraine, a country that was run by a corrupted government and with governmentally controlled civil society, to being imported by the newly established authorities and recently developed anti-corruption initiatives.

The V4 countries passed the stage of contemporary Ukraine and Moldova in the late 1990s with the adoption of anti-corruption laws.17 When considering the transfer of experience from the V4 to Ukraine and Moldova, relativity matters. For example, when evaluating the impact of similar initiatives exercised in the late 1990s and in the early 2010s, one should consider that there are more tools available today, such as social networks and online tools, which might allow for more innovative solutions. In this sense, Ukraine and Moldova are now agenda-setting countries when it comes to combating corruption since their anti-corruption initiatives are the newest and the most innovative.

At the same time, a distinction shall be made between growing anti-corruption trends of internal nature and those stimulated and/or financed by foreign partners. Foreign financing of anti-corruption initiatives may backfire, and discredit them for a portion of the population. Since reducing the level of corruption remains part of the accession process to the EU, as was in case of the V4 countries, a part of anti-corruption initiatives and CSOs in Ukraine and Moldova are to some extent still third-party-driven fitting into the bilateral EU-Ukraine dialogue and cooperation framework. In this regard, the experience of the V4 dealing with such phenomenon might be considered useful for countries seeking membership in the European Union, such as Moldova and Ukraine.

While being relatively successful in combating corruption, the V4 countries are still ranked as more corrupted states than their western neighbors within the EU. Some countries, like Hungary, do not have any specific anti-corruption agencies un-

17 Such as the Law on free access to information of 1999 in the Czech Republic, the Law on Conflict of Interest from 1996 in Hungary, the first National Program of Fighting Corruption from 2000 in Slovakia, or the Anti-corruption Law in Poland in 1997, etc.
like Ukraine and Moldova. Contrary to the V4, a number of newly established anti-corruption bodies are present in Ukraine and Moldova (in the latter, up to four). Still, in itself, it is not an objective indicator of the effectiveness of anti-corruption efforts. The V4 civil societies are better developed and more influential with a number of watchdogs and investigative journalism initiatives, providing good examples for Ukraine and Moldova to follow.

Corruption in the EU’s Eastern neighborhood

As Hitch and Kuchma pointed out, “no anti-corruption legislation existed during the Soviet Era when Ukraine was a Soviet Socialist Republic of the former USSR”. This fact, combined with a highly corrupted environment, both inherited by independent Ukraine have provided a basis for the further flourishing of corruption in the country. The same situation applies to Moldova. The period of independence in the two countries, however, shall not be seen as a linear process when it comes to combating corruption, since it contains cycles and drawbacks corresponding to the main social and political developments. Concerning Ukraine, the revolutions of 2004 and 2014 had the strongest impact on triggering anti-corruption initiatives while the times during the Yanukovych regime were a significant drawback. One of the main peculiarities of corruption in Ukraine and Moldova is that it has become a system-forming factor deeply rooted in people’s mentality. Sometimes even those opposing corruption as a phenomenon accept the fact that it is easier to solve problems through corrupt practices if there is an urgent need.

According to the indicators of the Freedom House’s Nations in Transit Report 2016, Ukraine and Moldova have the same, relatively very high level of corruption (6.0 out of 7.0), however, for Ukraine the situation has been getting better since 2014, while in Moldova the report published in 2016 indicates a worsening environment than observed during the previous years. Ukraine and Moldova also have low scores (27 and 33 points respectively) according to the Transparency International Corruption Perception Index 2015, and high-level corruption is still widely practiced involving politicians and big businesses. It results in growing skepticism concerning any successful measures taken in order to combat corruption as well as in undermining trust in public institutions.

19 “Nations in Transit 2016.”
20 “Corruption Perception Index 2015.”
Corruption in Ukraine

Corruption is not strictly a transition phenomenon: it occurs in different countries, and in some cases, it correlates with the economic development of the state. However, it is a central feature in transition because of its huge impact on the legitimacy and credibility of governments during the decisive times of building new political and economic institutions.\(^{21}\) The Ukrainian transition period has been accompanied by grand corruption from the very beginning. The roots of Ukrainian pervasive corruption can be tracked from the mid-1990s, when several big oligarchs gained control over the most profitable sectors of the Ukrainian economy, such as energy, metallurgy, mining, and the chemical industry. In order to protect their businesses, oligarchs in Ukraine started to get involved into politics, sponsor Ukrainian political parties, and support those candidates who would be reliable business partners. In such a way, being a high-ranking politician in Ukraine guaranteed 100 percent profitability for a particular business.\(^{22}\) One specific example of this scheme is the tremendous public-asset theft conducted by the former President Victor Yanukovych and a group of politicians affiliated with him who were collectively known as the Yanukovych “family”. In 2014, then-acting Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk accused the Yanukovych regime of having stolen 37 billion USD from the state during its four years in power.\(^{23}\)

Besides the massive negative economic effects of constant larcenies, corruption certainly affects the quality of political institutions in Ukraine and undermines people’s trust in the government. Democratic development requires transparent and legitimate institutions but such are still not provided in the case of Ukraine. According to Lipset, “legitimacy involves the capacity of a political system to engender and maintain the belief that existing political institutions are the most appropriate or proper ones for the society. The extent to which contemporary democratic political systems are legitimate depends in large measure upon the ways in which the key issues which have historically divided the society have been resolved.”\(^{24}\) Ukrainians (and Moldovans, as well) still consider political institutions to be highly corrupted. Political parties, in order to win elections, seek the assistance of big businesses, and

---

after being elected they ought to turn back the profit through public-procurement contracts, extortion, and corporate raiding.\textsuperscript{25} The campaign spending of most political parties remain a secret to the public as the funds spent are gained unofficially or illegally.\textsuperscript{26} For example, a recent corruption scandal in Ukraine was connected to the shadow accounting of the Party of Regions. According to the leaked documents,\textsuperscript{27} the total spending of the party “on politics”\textsuperscript{28} for the last six month of 2012 was 66 million USD. Unfortunately, in a country where political office may be easily bought, corruption depends only marginally on who is in power. It would be extremely difficult to come to power for those who are not ready to be involved in the old corrupt schemes.

The Euromaidan protest in 2013-2014 has put corruption under a new light in Ukraine helping to unveil old corrupted networks and schemes. One of the most urgent demands of the protesters was to combat corruption in the country. In fact, the popular series of leaflets on Maidan stated: “It’s not about Europe, it is about fighting corruption. Go out to the Maidan.”\textsuperscript{29} The dramatic choice between the EU and the Russia-initiated Customs Union indeed was understood by Ukrainians as the choice between democracy and the corruption-led regime in Russia. The Euromaidan aspirations were taken into account during the political campaign of the later elected President Petro Poroshenko, who announced that the promotion of intolerance to corruption should become a national idea for the period of his presidency.\textsuperscript{30}

Within the framework of the anti-corruption reforms, some institutional changes occurred, namely the establishment of the National Agency for the Prevention of Corruption (NAPC). The new body was established by the law “On the Prevention of Corruption” adopted on October 14, 2014. On the one hand, the new law was adopted in accordance with international standards, which means that it protects the NAPC’s independence, the scope of its authority and its mechanisms of operation. However, as non-governmental organizations report, the establishment of the NAPC

\textsuperscript{25} Aslund, “Oligarchs, Corruption,”
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{28} Meaning spendings on the promotion of the Party of Regions’ interests including payments to the police, media etc., as well as the money used by party members for their personal needs.
was rather slow and it raised well-grounded doubts concerning its transparency and impartiality.31

Currently, among the main and the most general challenges in combating corruption in Ukraine but also in Moldova, where anti-corruption initiatives supported by the EU and ones initiated locally are both widely present, are the absence of indicators defining anti-corruption goals, the lack of proper public discussions during the process of negotiating anti-corruption legislation, or the fact that anti-corruption activities overwhelmingly focus on the capital while addressing the regional dimension of the problem is underdeveloped. Furthermore, while the recent intensification of the fight against corruption popularizes the activities of the so-called anti-corruption industry, that is NGOs and civic initiatives working on the issue, it also contributes to its inefficient development and to the fact that its goals sometimes shift from combating corruption to sustaining its own existence.

The operation of new official anti-corruption agencies also leaves a lot to be desired. Recent events of mutual raids of premises conducted by the Prosecutor General and the National Anti-Corruption Bureau in Ukraine indicate that state bodies, which are supposed to combat corruption, compete and apply selectivity rather than being cooperative.32 A similar situation can be observed in Moldova. According to Uţica, Moldovan CSOs and society at large remain highly disappointed with the selective approach of anti-corruption agencies, which speaks of the high level of political influence over their operation.33

Furthermore, Shevliakov also outlines the strong paternalist ties between the citizens and the political class that, together with the low level of interpersonal trust within the Ukrainian society, weakens the socio-political foundations of integrity.34 It places corruption among the problems that have the greatest potential to mobilize and unite the society during emergencies, while on a daily basis corruption poses one of the greatest threats.

Despite the massive information campaign concerning combating corruption, research conducted by the Kiev International Institute of Sociology (KIIS) in 2015 shows that people's ideas on corruption have not changed fundamentally since 2007. Some changes, presumably caused by several waves of financial crises and reforms

34 Ibid.
targeting corruption, however, also occurred. According to KIIS, the general level of corruption in Ukraine remains very high.\textsuperscript{35} Nearly 65 percent of citizens indicate that they encountered corruption in 2015, and 70.7 percent was involved in corruption personally, which however is 4 percent less than 4 years before.\textsuperscript{36} Considering specific experience, some decrease can be observed in the studied manifestations of corruption, including extortion (22.3 percent compared to 25.8 percent in 2011), voluntary bribes (seven percent compared to ten percent in 2011), and using personal connections (12.8 percent compared to 15.3 percent in 2011). Interestingly, despite the decrease in actual corruption experience, the study shows that people perceive corruption in the state sector to be growing. This may be due to the active info-coverage of corruption disclosures in media.

As an overall trend, it can be seen that the actual behavior of citizens is rather passive: the share of those who submit complaints against corrupt officials, according to the results of KIIS, does not exceed two percent of the victims; and only one third of the population declares their readiness to confront corruption.\textsuperscript{37} However, the proportion of people placing major responsibility for addressing corruption on ordinary citizens is steadily growing (from 15.8 percent in 2007 to 18 percent in 2011 and up to 24 percent in 2015), and, in addition, those who declare their willingness to stand for their rights in various ways when facing extortion are becoming more active.

According to data by PACT Inc., only one percent of the polled reported witnessing corruption to public prosecutor’s office or police. 16 percent are interested in reporting, while six percent are just curious about how to do so. The research also showed a lowering percentage of people potentially willing to report corruption: 28 percent in April 2015 versus 22 percent in November 2015.\textsuperscript{38}

To sum up, the surveys have detected some changes in citizens’ minds, which, however, have not yet developed in their behavior. Ukrainians are reluctant to act as whistleblowers on corruption. The reasons may be various, including unwillingness to solve the problems independently, the lack of knowledge regarding citizens’ rights, or disbelief in punishment after the revelation of corrupt acts.

\textsuperscript{35} The research accounts for different sides of corrupt activities, such as personal participation or reports by other people and media or witnessing due to one’s professional activity as an investigation officer, a journalist etc.


\textsuperscript{37} Ibid.

The limits of transferability and the role of local initiatives

Anti-corruption initiatives are the outcome of collective efforts conducted by and attributed to a certain society (or a group within a society). That is why legal transplants created by the international community and transferred to a corrupt state are not always as efficient as in the originating societies. Whether foreign examples can be effective in the given country is increasingly dependent on the regional context as corruption becomes more authentic in every country.

While the Visegrad countries and their civil societies have much experience to offer, the “lessons learned approach” should be taken with caution in the context of Ukraine (and Moldova) where current challenges arise from these countries’ own historical background, economic situation, structure of employment, etc. Oleksandr Sushko argues that Ukraine is facing similar challenges as the Visegrad countries have faced before. However, a main point of consideration when dealing with the problem of corruption is that it is something that is part of the national culture. For this reason, legislation alone is not enough; the culture has to be changed too. Channels of communication, re-evaluation of certain historic events, the level of wealth and the perception of success (after the fall of a “communist” dream) – these are only few elements to be taken into consideration while trying to understand and change attitudes towards the phenomenon of corruption in post-communist countries like Ukraine and Moldova. Solutions that would address the exact circumstances of Ukraine and Moldova can hardly be transferred from other countries, but their experience can still serve as a source of inspiration. Indeed, similar initiatives are to be observed across countries. The concept of the Ukrainian Reanimation Package of Reform initiative, involving a coalition of NGOs working on the development and implementation of key reforms, for example, has much in common with the Czech initiative “Reconstruction of State”. Nevertheless, responding to the local challenges, domestic initiatives, and solutions need to be cultivated.

An active civil society, including social movements is a relevant actor contributing to this process and restricting corruption through articulating clear calls for actions. After the Euromaidan events, we can observe in Ukraine an array of civil initiatives aimed at controlling the ruling elites and fighting corruption. The issue of corruption is hotly debated in the Ukrainian media, in academic circles, and in the

public campaigns of political parties. The role of CSOs participating in the overall process of combating corruption in transition countries like Ukraine and Moldova is difficult to underestimate – they make corruption visible, which raises awareness and potentially resistance in the society toward corruption. These initiatives may become good examples for other countries, including even the more transparent V4 countries.

The most significant accomplishment of the Ukrainian civil society in fighting corruption is launching a full-cycle electronic system of public procurement, ProZorro, in 2015. ProZorro was developed on the basis of an open-source software in partnership with the government, businesses, and civil society. Prior to its transmission to the state (that is, before 2016), the system technically belonged to Transparency International Ukraine. The implementation of this electronic system has led to positive changes: Ukrainian citizens have received a monitoring tool that can be used to control the public procurement system and can influence its improvement, while the state procurers have demonstrated readiness for transparent action in the online regime. In 2015, more than 2,300 procurers used ProZorro to announce about 37,000 tenders with the target amount of 6.69 billion UAH, which amounted to 12.5 percent of the country’s 534.75 billion UAH economy. ProZorro received an international recognition by winning the international Procurement Leader Award for creating and implementing an electronic system with a unique architecture.

Transparency International Ukraine initiated the program “They Wouldn’t Keep Silent” encouraging Ukrainians to expose corrupt practices and analyzing reports of people who personally experienced this crime. People predominantly reported corruption cases in education institutions and while processing land contracts. People also expressed concerns about corruption occurring in hospitals, military registration and enlistment offices, and while processing foreign passports. Because of this campaign, citizens received an opportunity to report corrupt activities online, where they can also get free legal consultations.

While Ukrainians are reluctant to act as whistleblowers, as mentioned previously, the demand for independent investigations, conducted by journalists, has increased significantly in the Ukrainian society after the Euromaidan protests. According to research conducted by PACT Inc. in November 2015 – January 2016, the majority of

43 From 2016, the tool is operated by the state. It is accessible at: https://tender.me.gov.ua/EDZFrontOffice/menu/uk/announcement_detail;jsessionid=a09b774dec49b39bf078ddef445?id=EDZrDWnc9a.
45 The site dedicated to this initiative is accessible at: anticorruption.in.ua.
Ukrainian citizens consider the media to be among the assistants of those fighting against corruption, and 12 percent are ready to share their experience with journalists.46 One particular example of investigations conducted by journalists is “Yanukovych leaks”.47 Immediately after the flight of the former President Viktor Yanukovych from Ukraine, a group of journalists and activists arrived at his residence in Mezhyhirya, where they found nearly 200 folders of documents thrown into a lake to be destroyed while people were escaping the compound. The journalists have rescued, systematized and investigated the enormous wealth of information about the former owners of the residence, which is now state-owned.48 The recovered documents that revealed the illegal and corrupted history of the billion-dollar Mezhyhirya estate have been consequently published.

Slidstvo.info49 is another famous investigative journalism project, aimed specifically at revealing grand corruption schemes in Ukraine. Two journalists, Anna Babinets and Dmytro Gnap, who managed to develop a project from an online resource into a weekly program on Hromadske.TV founded it in 2013. In April 2016, Slidstvo.info published a groundbreaking story concluding that President Petro Poroshenko created a company in an offshore zone in the British Virgin Islands, where he withdrew the assets of his own company, Roshen, in order to avoid paying sales taxes in Ukraine. The report was part of the so-called Panama Papers, an OCCRP-led international effort of exposing corruption that had ties to 12 other heads of state. The published materials led to hot debates on sophisticated financial structures created to avoid paying taxes to the Ukrainian state and affected Poroshenko’s popularity.

There are many more anti-corruption investigation projects in Ukraine. For example, the program Nashi Groshi (Our Money)50 reveals the illegal use of public funds on the popular TV channel of Western Ukraine Zik. The initiative was created in 2010 when the legislation on tenders in Ukraine changed under the pressure of journalists and civil activists. Radio Freedom’s investigative unit, in partnership with the Ukrainian channel Ua Peshyi, launched Skhemy (The Schemes) – a weekly television program about investigations into grand political corruption. One of the biggest Ukrainian channels, “1+1”, broadcasts the program Groshi (Money) in which journalists devote their attention to the pervasive corruption in the country.

46 “Citizen’s Awareness and Engagement of Civil Society, Results of research conducted during November 2015 – January 2016.”
The list of investigative projects in Ukraine is impressively long as almost every big Ukrainian channel considers such projects a necessity to achieve high ratings. It has become much easier and more secure to conduct investigations into grand corruption in comparison to 2013 when Yanukovych was still in power, but journalists still report about legal obstacles that challenge their work. The aforementioned initiatives provide authorities with information about numerous corruption schemes, but indeed the official bodies tend not to prosecute those responsible for the implementation of these. Radical anti-corruption reform should coexist with a fair and independent judicial system.

Conclusions

The “frontiers of corruption” do not lie at the western borders of Ukraine and Moldova. The V4 countries are still ranked as more corrupted states than their western neighbors within the EU. However, the general level of corruption in Ukraine and Moldova remains very high even when compared to Slovakia and Hungary. The V4 countries succeeded in identifying corruption as a top problem in the late 1990s, while in Ukraine and Moldova corruption has its “finest hour” nowadays being highly integrated into the political system. Consequently, the experience of the V4 countries may help Ukraine and Moldova in their fight against corruption.

Corruption is a difficult mix of consequences of a certain mentality, political culture, geopolitics, and economic development. It shall not be addressed by simply transferring the experience of the V4 to their non-EU partners, and it should be considered as a more complex phenomenon. As corruption becomes more authentic in every country, the role of local NGOs and civil initiatives in exploring customized tools to combat corruption is growing. Although anti-corruption activities still focus overwhelmingly on the capital and addressing the regional dimensions of the problem is still underdeveloped, Ukraine and Moldova are now countries setting the agenda when it comes to combating corruption. Their anti-corruption initiatives are the newest and the most innovative, as showcased, among others due to the rise of investigative journalism networks in Ukraine successfully monitoring almost every aspect of public life and the successful introduction of the electronic system of public procurement ProZorro winning the World Procurement Award.


